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3   Cinematic poiesis and the power of  the false

We have shown how the line that connects phusis, aisthesis, and poiesis can be refracted, at the level of the 

nature of the cinematic, into perception-image, affection-image, and action-image. With the cinematic 

encounter, there is a compounded refraction through both of these levels such that the shock of this 

encounter compels thought to move, in sequence, through what Deleuze calls the moments of 

sentendium, memorandum, and cogitandum. This is the basis of his transcendental, or radical, empiricism in 

which a being of the sensible opens thought onto new durations and then forces it to create the new. 

Now, at the level of creation — or poiesis — there is a further refraction of these concepts. Within the 

domain of the cinematic without film, this creation happens through the successive stages of what we 

have referred to as frame, plan, and composition. A crucial aspect of Deleuze’s conception of poiesis  is 

that creation is only a series of broken continuities and false movements. In fact, we could 

retrospectively say that such false movements underlie the entire cinematic line. That is, the movements 

of and between the concepts of phusis, aisthesis, and poiesis are fundamentally false in the sense that they 

neither make claims to truth nor are they ever resolved in a transcendent or organic Whole; rather, they 

can only (dis)continuously refract each other in a non-teleological circuit. The movements of nature are 

inorganic and perpetually differentiated, human perception is hallucinatory, and our creative capacity 

involves Tourette-like gestures. This is our post-Romantic predicament. Nonetheless, the cinematic 

circuit is still moving and we believe that our false creations still, in their own ways, reconnect us to our 

broken selves and to a nature that is itself  broken.





3.1   From poiesis to techne in Heidegger and Deleuze

The late Martin Heidegger develops a conception of poiesis that goes beyond the traditional Aristotelian 

notion towards a more authentic idea of production that takes into consideration a broader 

understanding of what constitutes ‘Greek ontology.’ Although this later idea of poiesis is developed 

most extensively in his 1953 lecture ‘The Question Concerning Technology,’ there are many important 

philosophical developments leading up to it that begin in the early 1930s. These developments of 

Heidegger’s thought are worth noting because they reveal the gradual influence of the pre-Socratics on 

his understanding of poiesis and of Greek ontology as a whole. This influence is mediated by 

Heidegger’s increasing interest in Nietzsche and Hölderlin, both of whom will also be important for 

Gilles Deleuze’s own idea of poiesis. An important and often overlooked point is that Heidegger’s early 

and late conceptions of poiesis are clearly linked to, indeed fundamentally grounded upon, a notion of 

phusis or Nature. This paper will argue that the important difference between these two conceptions of 

poiesis ultimately rests on the fact that Heidegger’s notion of phusis was transformed by his introduction 

to pre-Socratic thought. Likewise, Deleuze builds upon this Heideggerian schema for his own 

construction of artistic poiesis, which indeed differs from Heidegger’s to the extent that Deleuze 

develops a radically non-phenomenological and non-Romantic idea of  the encounter with phusis.

 In The Basic Problems of of Phenomenology — published in 1927, the same year as Being and Time  — 

the concept of poiesis lies at the center of Heidegger’s critique of the tradition of metaphysics. Here, he 

argues that the history of metaphysics has given unwarranted privilege to only one mode of Being: a 

static and ‘present-at-hand,’ or Vorhandenheit. Heidegger’s German neologism is an exact linguistic 

equivalent to the Greek procheiron (literally ‘before-the-hand’), which Aristotle uses in Book Alpha of his 

Metaphysics to describe the first objects of philosophical wonder. Heidegger promotes a destruction of 

this one-sided tradition of metaphysics, beginning with the conception Vorhandenheit, and argues that 

such a destruction requires a genealogy of the concept of poiesis. This is because Being qua the present-

at-hand, as it originates in ‘Greek ontology,’ is oriented ‘with a view to production.’1 Heidegger unravels 

this genealogy through a criticism of the Scholastic discussion of Being for which both existence and 

essence are crucial to the constitution of every being. This technical discussion is interesting for our 

purposes only insofar that it shows Heidegger attempting to relate poiesis to a discussion of Aristotle’s 

Physics. For example, he suggests that the ontological concept of actualitas — the Scholastic sense of 

existence, which translates the Aristotelian energeia and entelecheia — refers ‘back to an acting on the part 
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1  Martin Heidegger, The Basic Problems of Phenomenology, trans. Albert Hofstadter (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
1988), p. 106. Note that at this stage, in contrast to the work that began again after 1930, Heidegger included the pre-
Socratics within in the umbrella phrase ‘Greek ontology.’



of some indefinite subject or, if we start from our own terminology, that the extant [das Vorhandene] is 

somehow referred by its sense to something for which, as it were, it comes to be before the hand.’ It 

therefore denotes ‘a relationship to our Dasein, as an acting Dasein or, to speak more precisely, as a 

creative, productive Dasein.’2

 But what does it mean to say that the main notions of Greek ontology are modeled upon a 

conception of production? At this stage, Heidegger largely follows the Aristotelian model of 

hylomorphism. The idea of a thing — its eidos or ‘look’ — is genetically prior to its morphe, or existential 

form. In production, the artist first imagines a thing and subsequently works to create it from this 

image. That is, the product becomes an imitation of the projected image. The ultimate aim of this 

process is that the work is gradually liberated from the artist’s vision and finally becomes an 

independent being, present to itself. ‘In the intentional structure of production there is an implicit 

reference to something, by which this something is understood as not bound or dependent on the 

subject but, inversely, as released and independent.’3  In Aristotle’s metaphysics, as Heidegger 

appropriates it, the production of presence is fundamentally visual and theoretical. But this distantiated 

gesture towards a produced object is ultimately ‘naive.’4  Aristotle needs his model of production to 

transcend mere everydayness — in order to construct a meta-physics — but he ultimately extracts this 

model from the quite mundane activity of artistic creation. Heidegger explicitly understands and 

articulates the impasses of this line of thought, but appropriates it anyway without yet attempting to 

conceive of another model.5  Nonetheless this gap in his philosophy — at this moment of its 

development — points to the possibility that there might be a more adequate understanding of poiesis, 

beyond the everyday notion of  production, than Heidegger is able to express at this time. 

 In Being and Time, although the word poiesis is never mentioned, its concept implicitly underlies 

Heidegger’s conception of Dasein’s Being-in-the-world. Jacques Taminiaux has demonstrated that the 

‘Dasein Analytic’ of this book is a direct but coded reading of Aristotle’s Nicomachean Ethics. His 

argument basically states that Heidegger ontologizes Aristotle’s conception of poiesis in order to 
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2  Heidegger, The Basic Problems of Phenomenology, p. 101. He also goes on to say that essence, or ousia, ‘must be made 
intelligible from this horizon of productive behavior.’ Ibid. p. 102. Heidegger admits that this technical discussion through 
the etymologies of terms becomes a bit confusing if not contradictory: ‘These interpretations are only very meagre and 
rough ... [and perhaps are] derived merely from the literal meanings’ of these words. Ibid. This confusion points to the heart 
of a problem that Heidegger will only solve with the help of the pre-Socratics. However, at this point he is not able to 
unambiguously and directly relate phusis to poiesis — even if there seems to be an unexpressed and, as yet, philosophically 
unsupported desire to do so — because he is still caught within the horizon of Aristotle’s thinking. For example, in his 1931 
lecture course on Aristotle, it is expressly dunamis (potentia, potency) and therefore not energeia which is responsible for both 
the movements of poiesis as well as the mode of Being associated with phusis. This makes sense since, as we shall see, until 
around this time Heidegger follows Aristotle by privileging praxis over poiesis. However, Heidegger’s remark here, relating 
production (poiesis) and energeia, is inconsistent with his fidelity to Aristotle and suggests a lacuna in his thought that has yet 
to be worked out properly.
3 Heidegger, The Basic Problems of  Phenomenology, p. 114
4 Heidegger, The Basic Problems of Phenomenology, p. 110. Later, Heidegger suggests an original kinship between poiesis and noein 
when he says that ‘poetry is of the same order as philosophical thinking, although thinking and poetry are not identical.’ More 
specifically, he claims that the thinking of the pre-Socratics was poetic and the poetry of Sophocles was thoughtful. Martin 
Heidegger, Introduction to Metaphysics, trans. Gregory Fried and  Richard Polt (New  Haven: Yale University Press, 2000), pp. 
28, 176. My emphasis.
5 Heidegger, The Basic Problems of  Phenomenology, p. 116



support the notion of Dasein’s everyday Being-in-the-world, in which there is no true disclosure of 

Being. Taminiaux writes that the ‘activity of making or producing (Herstellen) is the comportment within 

which the Greek philosophers understood the Being of beings and imposed upon the tradition of 

metaphysics the notion of Being as Vorhandenheit.’6  However, he then shows that the Heidegger of 

Being and Time attempts to reverse this situation by implying that the Aristotelian model of production 

reveals only one mode of being — that of Zuhandenheit, or ‘ready-to-hand’ — in which objects are mere 

tools to be utilized rather than contemplated. The transcendent look, or eidos, has become a 

‘circumspective’ look, or Umsicht, where the artist remains absorbed in the equipment rather than 

holding the image of the final product in mind. That is, the ontological formulation of poiesis during 

this period reveals that production is not the site of an original disclosure of truth and the same 

problematic relation with Aristotle persists. Heidegger seems to be unable to move beyond this notion 

of  production because he still dogmatically adopts Aristotle’s privileging of  praxis over poiesis.

 We have already hinted to the fact that, after his turning, Heidegger develops a conception of 

poiesis that goes beyond the traditional Aristotelian notion towards a more ‘authentic’ idea of 

production that takes into consideration a broader understanding of what constitutes Greek ontology. 

Robert Bernasconi claims that 

in his [later] reflections on poiesis, Heidegger developed another relation to Greek thinking to that 
found in the Marburg period.... So, for example, he draws attention to the breadth of the Greek 
conception of poiesis. Furthermore, he emphasizes that the translation ‘making’ is inadequate to the 
Greek understanding of poiesis, which means something more like ‘bringing forth.’ And yet nowhere 
does ... Heidegger mention praxis.7 

Bernasconi argues that this new conception is developed most extensively in the 1953 lecture ‘The 

Question Concerning Technology.’ Although this is no doubt the case, there are many important 

philosophical developments leading up to this new conception of poiesis that begin in the early 1930s. 
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6  Jacques Taminiaux, ‘The Reappropriation of the Nicomachean Ethics: Poiesis and Praxis in the Articulation of 
Fundamental Ontology’ in Heidegger and the Project  of Fundamental Ontology, trans. Michael Gendre (Albany: SUNY Press, 
1991), p. 119. In this essay, Taminaux draws primarily on Heidegger’s 1924 lecture course Plato’s Sophist, where poiesis is 
explicitly related to the ‘Dasein Analytic.’ The Sophist is the Dialogue in which Plato introduces the concepts of mimesis and 
simulacrum.
7 Robert Bernasconi, ‘The Fate of the Distinction between Praxis and Poiesis’ in Heidegger Studies 2 (1986), p. 121. Graham 
Harman has objected to the position of the ‘Aristotelo-Heideggerians’ — by which he means first and foremost Robert 
Bernasconi and Jacques Taminiaux — who assert ‘a strong link between Heidegger’s tool-analysis and Aristotle’s poiesis/
praxis distinction.’ Harman’s motivation for this objection is based upon his own ‘guerilla metaphysics’ — a highly 
unorthodox mixture of Heidegger’s and Whitehead’s theories of objects — that privileges tool-being in itself, subtracted 
from any theory of human production or practice: ‘To interpret tool-being as practical production, and to look for the 
saving power of praxis only in human Dasein, is simply to follow  Heidegger at his weakest — namely, in his rather 
traditional split between intraworldly entities and human access to these entities.’ Graham Harman, Tool-Being: Heidegger and the 
Metaphysics of Objects (Chicago: Open Court, 2002), pp. 104, 114. Although we respect the role of Harman’s interpretation of 
Heidegger in developing his own  ‘speculative realism,’ we would side with Bernasconi and Taminiaux in their attempt to 
understand the Fundamental Ontology through the lens of Heidegger’s encounter with Aristotle. Having said that, we 
would object to the overemphasis of this connection between Heidegger and Aristotle, but for a slightly different reason. In 
particular, fetishizing this relation risks obscuring the intricate twistings and turnings of the development of Heidegger’s 
reading of Greek philosophy in general, especially after the turning, but also including hints of an intuitive urge to push 
Aristotle in directions that only pre-Socratic thought would allow, even in the moments in which Heidegger seems most 
devoted to him. In the end, we argue, not for a metaphysics of ‘objects’ (as we have seen, the formation of objects is already 
dependent upon a subject) but rather a metaphysics of Bergsonian phusis subtracted from any conception of either 
subjectivity or praxis.



These developments of Heidegger’s thought are worth noting because they reveal the gradual influence 

of the pre-Socratics on his understanding of Greek ontology. Furthermore, this influence is mediated 

by Heidegger’s increasing interest in Nietzsche and Hölderlin, both of whom will also be important for 

Gilles Deleuze’s own conception of poiesis. Finally, what Bernasconi doesn’t mention here is that both 

Heidegger’s early and late conceptions of poiesis are clearly linked to, indeed fundamentally grounded 

upon, a notion of phusis. We will now show that the important difference between these two 

conceptions of poiesis ultimately rests on the fact that Heidegger’s notion of phusis was transformed by 

his introduction to pre-Socratic thought. 

 In The Basic Problems of Phenomenology, Heidegger attempts to relate poiesis to phusis and, more 

specifically, he describes the latter as an essence which is oriented toward the horizon of production: 

‘What makes products or the produced product possible (produceable) is again the look [eidos] of what 

the product is supposed to become and be. The actual thing aries out of phusis, the nature of the 

thing.’8  However, as early as Heidegger’s 1931 lecture course on Aristotle’s Metaphysics, we see the 

beginnings of a more nuanced relation to Greek ontology inspired by Nietzsche. Here, Heidegger cites 

a passage from Nietzsche’s Philosophy in the Tragic Age of the Greeks in which he describes Parmenides’s 

doctrine of Being, a doctrine as ‘un-Greek as no other in the two centuries of the Tragic Age.’9 

Nietzsche’s text discusses at length several of the pre-Socratic philosophers and makes a clear 

distinction between them and the tradition of philosophy beginning with Plato, claiming that the 

transition from the former to the latter marked a decadence in thinking. Of course, this is a view 

Heidegger will explicitly endorse in his Introduction to Metaphysics four years later even, if it has not yet 

fully contaminated his reading of Aristotle. The important point is that, around this time, Nietzsche 

introduced Heidegger to an expanded picture of Greek philosophy that gave precedence to the pre-

Socratic thinkers over Plato and Aristotle. Following Nietzsche’s lead, Heidegger turns to the pre-

Socratics — most notably Parmenides and Heraclitus — to reconsider, amongst other things, the 

concept of  phusis, which in turn would ground a new understanding of  poiesis.

 For Aristotle and the early, phusis refers to modes of being that have an internal principle of 

movement, or kinesis. As perpetually moving towards an end that fundamentally defines their nature, 

these modes are essentially incomplete. Phusis, in this sense, only names a very limited aspect of Being: 

‘Aristotle conceives of phusis as the beingness (ousia) of a particular (and in itself limited) region of 

beings.’10  But Heidegger discovers through Nietzsche a more ‘original’ notion of phusis, which is not 

limited but rather names a kind of  Being-in-process.

In the great beginning of Greek philosophy, the first beginning of Western philosophy ... being was 
thought as phusis, such that the phusis that Aristotle conceptualized can only be a late derivative of 
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8 Heidegger, The Basic Problems of  Phenomenology, p. 107
9 Martin Heidegger, Aristotle’s Metaphysics Θ 1-3: On the Essence and Actuality of Force, trans. Walter Brogan and Peter Warnek 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1995), p. 15. The quote can be found in Friedrich Nietzsche, Philosophy in the Tragic 
Age of  the Greeks, trans. Marianne Cowan (Washington: Gateway Editions, 1962), p. 69
10  Martin Heidegger, ‘On the Essence and Concept of Phusis in Aristotle’s Physics (1939)’, trans. Thomas Sheehan in 
Pathmarks, ed. William McNeill (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), p. 228



originary phusis ... a much weaker, much harder-to-hear echo of the original phusis that was projected 
as ... the being of  beings as such as a whole.11 

Heidegger then refers directly to Heraclitus’s famous phrase ‘Nature loves to hide [phusis kruptesthai 

philei].’ While this phrase is usually taken to mean that nature is difficult to grasp, Heidegger suggests a 

deeper meaning, that the essence of Being as phusis ‘is to unconceal itself, to emerge, to come out into 

the unhidden.’12  Phusis, for the later Heidegger, names the disclosure of Being to Dasein, which 

Heraclitus refers to as a polemos, as a struggle between concealment and unconcealment.13 This struggle 

cannot be resolved since an absence always remains within Being as phusis, denying the possibility of a 

pure metaphysics of presence. According to the Heidegger of the Introduction to Metaphysics, phusis 

designates Being as such and is no longer the name for one limited mode of  Being. He claims that

Given this more adequate grasp of how the Greeks understood Being ... Being essentially unfolds 
as phusis. The emerging sway is an appearing. As such, it makes manifest. This already implies that 
Being, appearing, is a letting-step-forth from concealment. Insofar as a being as such is, it places 
itself  into and stands in unconcealment, aletheia.14

 
Heidegger argues that the Platonic idea signifies the invariant structure of Being, which eventually 

replaces the pre-Socratic understanding of phusis within Greek thought.15 ‘Only with the Sophists and 

Plato was appearance explained as, and thus reduced to, mere appearance. At the same time, Being as 

idea was elevated to a supersensory realm. The chasm, khorismos, was torn open between the merely 

apparent beings here below and the real Being somewhere up there.’16 But just as appearance becomes 

a mere copy of the idea in Plato, works of art become shallow reflections of an envisioned ideal. That 
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11 Heidegger, ‘On the Essence and Concept of  Phusis in Aristotle’s Physics’ in Pathmarks, p. 229
12 Heidegger, ‘On the Essence and Concept of  Phusis in Aristotle’s Physics’ in Pathmarks, p. 230
13 Heidegger, Introduction to Metaphysics, p. 65
14 Heidegger, Introduction to Metaphysics, p. 107. This understanding of phusis as the event of the disclosure of Being to Dasein 
— as a violent shock to thought, as we shall see — has its roots in Heraclitus, the first philosopher to use this word. 
However, there is an even more ‘original’ use of phusis, the very first documented usage, in Homer’s Odyssey. In the famous 
epic, Hermes gives a magical plant called ‘moly’ to Odysseus in order to protect him from being bewitched by Circe. After 
uprooting this pharmakon  from the earth, Hermes proceeds to reveal its phusis to hero: kai moi phusin  autou  edeixe (10.303). 
Scholars continue to debate the precise meaning of phusis in this passage. It could refer to ‘the realization of a becoming of 
a thing with all its properties.’ Gerard Nadaff, The Greek Concept of Nature (Albany: SUNY Press, 2005), p. 14. Or, ‘phusis 
would thus mean the hidden power within the plant.’ Alfred Heubeck and Arie Hoekstra, A Commentary on Homer’s Odyssey, 
volume II (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), p. 60. Aside from these linguistic difficulties, another speculative aspect of 
this story — albeit interesting, considering our treatment of Michaux-on-mescaline in the last chapter — is that moly has 
been identified as the plant Syrian Rue. Philippe Champault, Phéniciens et  Grecs en  Italie d’après l’Odyssée (Paris: Éditions E. 
Leroux, 1906), p. 512. And Syrian Rue, which contains the psychedelic substance Harmaline, has also been identified as the 
sacred entheogenic Haoma/Soma of early Indo-Iranian cultures as well as the subsequent Vedic and Zoroastrian religions. 
David Flattery and Martin Schwartz, Haoma and Harmaline (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1989). This 
corroborates with the fact that ‘the name of the plant is an example of the so-called “language of the gods.”’ Heubeck and 
Hoekstra, A Commentary on  Homer’s Odyssey, p. 60. Interestingly, Heidegger, under the influence of Hölderlin, increasingly 
used the word ‘holy’ to describe the unfathomable aspect of phusis in the event of the disclosure of Being. Furthermore, it 
has also been suggested that Heidegger’s turning to this Ereignis-thinking may have been, at least in part, precipitated by his 
own encounter with psychedelic drugs: ‘After World War II, Martin Heidegger is rumored to have taken LSD with Ernst 
Jünger, and postwar essays like ‘The Question Concerning Technology’ (1953), with its emphasis on aletheia (“revealing”), 
hint at a mystical revelation that is psychedelic to the core, whether triggered by drugs or by art.’ Marcus Boon, The Road of 
Excess: A History of Writers on Drugs (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2002), p. 237. It is claimed in this text that all 
drugs are, in the strict Heideggerian sense, technologies: ‘that which belong to techne.’ Ibid., p. 171
15 Heidegger, Introduction to Metaphysics, pp. 192-193
16 Heidegger, Introduction to Metaphysics, p. 111. Translation modified.



is, the ontological transformation of phusis into the idea somehow underwrites the conception of poiesis 

as mimesis. What Heidegger realizes in his discovery of the pre-Socratics is that their ‘more original’ 

conception of phusis might therefore serve as the philosophical linchpin for reconsidering poiesis in a 

way that goes beyond Dasein’s everyday Being-in-the-world. His Aristotelian understanding of phusis — 

which can be roughly framed between his 1924 course on Plato’s Sophist and his 1931 course on 

Aristotle’s Metaphysics — has been challenged by his encounter with Nietzsche, whose history of how 

the division between ‘real and apparent worlds’ became a fable convinces Heidegger return to the ‘great 

beginning of Greek philosophy.’ Now a new conception of phusis takes hold in his thought which, in 

turn, grounds a new notion of  poiesis.

 If it is Heidegger’s summer 1931 university seminar on Aristotle’s Metaphysics in which we get the 

first hints concerning a new conception of phusis, it is the very next seminar, of winter 1931-1932, on 

Plato’s cave allegory that we get the first taste of a new conception of poiesis. Here Heidegger directly, if 

briefly, relates the production of art to aletheia, the unconcealing movement of phusis. Art therefore 

obtains the power of real ontological disclosure: ‘Art and in particular poetry ... bring[s] out the inner 

possibilities of beings.’ It therefore points to ‘the question concerning the nature of aletheia.’17 However, 

it is not until his Introduction to Metaphysics — and, of course, a bit later in ‘The Origin of the Work of 

Art’ — that Heidegger develops this theme in any detail.

 Heidegger claims that Nietzsche, by ‘redisclosing what is authentically Greek’ about the pre-

Socratic notion of phusis, was able to ‘reconceive the great age of the inception of Dasein in its 

entirely.’ However, he also claims that Hölderlin went far beyond Nietzsche in this rethinking of the 

nature of Dasein because the latter ‘fell prey to the commonplace and untrue opposition of 

Parmenides to Heraclitus.’18 Keeping in mind his new concept of phusis,  Heidegger next finds a ‘more 

original’ sense of poiesis in Sophocles’s Antigone. It cannot be overemphasized that Heidegger’s reading 

of Sophocles was mediated through his understanding of Hölderlin, who himself translated both 

Oedipus Rex and Antigone into German. Moreover, Heidegger often held Hölderlin and Sophocles in the 

same esteemed light, as poets of the highest order, that is, as the poets of ‘humankind.’19 Heidegger 

discovers in the first chorus of Antigone a notion of poiesis that is adequate to the pre-Socratic 

conception of phusis.  In Heidegger’s reading, Sophocles’s depiction of the human condition as to 

deinotaton means that it is ‘the uncanniest of the uncanny [unheimlich].’20 He claims that deinon names the 
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17  Martin Heidegger, The Essence of Truth: On Plato’s Parable of the Cave Allegory and Theaetetus, trans. Ted Sadler (London: 
Continuum, 2002),  pp. 46-47
18 Heidegger, Introduction  to Metaphysics, p. 133. Heidegger himself ultimately reduces the doctrine of Heraclitus to that of 
Parmenides, thereby reducing becoming once again to a mere ‘restriction’ of  Being. Ibid., pp. 98-103
19 Martin Heidegger, Hölderlin’s Hymn ‘The Ister,’ trans. William McNeill and Julia Davis (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 1996), p. 56. It is also worth noting that, despite the fact that Hölderlin’s name is rarely mentioned in the Introduction  to 
Metaphysics, where he first offers this new  connection between phusis and poiesis, Heidegger gave his first lecture course 
devoted exclusively to Hölderlin in the winter semester of 1934-1935, directly prior to the  lecture course given in the sumer 
semester 1935, which would later be published as the Introduction to  Metaphysics. Thus, Hölderlin would have been in the 
forefront of his mind. Furthermore, as we can gather from his various writings and lectures on Hölderlin, Heidegger’s 
discussions of  Sophocles were always and immediately connected to Hölderlin’s understanding of  the Greek tragedian.
20 Heidegger, Introduction to Metaphysics, p. 159



‘violent overpowering’ of Dasein by the disclosure of Being, an event which throws it head first into 

the uncanny: ‘The deinon is the terrible in the sense of the overwhelming sway, which induces panicked 

fear, true anxiety, as well as collected, inwardly reverberating, reticent awe.’21 Deinon is the movement of 

phusis in the face of Dasein — here, dramatized thorough a reading of Sophocles’s tragedy — that 

violently overpowers it with an awe-inspiring shock to thought, throwing it into an existential state of 

alienation. But, Heidegger continues, there is another sense of deinon revealed in Antigone; it also names 

the movement of Dasein’s struggle to find home again, to overcome this violent power and create a 

world:

Being as a whole, as the sway, is the overwhelming, deinon in the first sense. But humanity is deinon, 
first, inasmuch as it remains exposed to this overwhelming sway, because it essentially belongs to 
Being. However, humanity is also deinon because it is violence-doing.... It gathers what holds sway 
and lets it enter into an openness ... it uses violence against the overwhelming. Because it is doubly 
deinon in an originally united sense, it is to deinotaton, the most violent: violence-doing in the midst of 
the overwhelming.22 

Still closely following Sophocles’s text, Heidegger understands techne as the knowledge of Dasein’s 

‘violence-doing’ in the face of the overwhelming disclosure of Being. Therefore, poiesis would be the act 

of reciprocal violence-doing itself, the act of opening a heimlich world that reorients Dasein. While phusis 

is the violent and overwhelming event of Being’s disclosure to Dasein, techne is the subsequent and 

reciprocal knowledge that compels Dasein to overcome this event by putting Being to work, that is, to 

bring forth a work of  art: 

Knowing is the ability to set Being to work.... For this reason, the Greeks call authentic artwork and 
art techne in the emphatic sense, because art is what most immediately brings Being — that is, the 
appearing that stands there in itself — to stand in something present, in the work. The work of art 
is work not primarily because it is worked, made, but because it puts Being to work in a being. To 
put to work here means to bring into the work, a work within which the emerging power of phusis 
comes to appear.23

This putting-to-work is precisely the sense of poiesis that Heidegger extracts from Sophocles and the 

pre-Socratics more generally. It is not the mimesis of an envisioned ideal of stable presence, but a 

properly creative response to the violent concealing-revealing movement of phusis. Unlike Hegel’s 

reading of Antigone, the resulting work is not to be understood as higher resolution of this polemos. 

Instead, ‘the one who is violence-doing, the creative one, who sets out into the un-said, who breaks into 

the un-thought, who compels what has never happened, and makes appear what is un-seen,’ ‘unfolds 

the dangerousness of  Being’ and is thereby ‘menaced by perdition.’24

 Perdition is therefore the unreconciled condition of ‘the creative one,’ the authentic poet, who 

reciprocates a violence equal to that of the disclosure of Being, who counters the force of phusis with 
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21 Heidegger, Introduction to Metaphysics, p. 159
22 Heidegger, Introduction  to Metaphysics, p. 160. ‘The basic trait of the deinotaton  lies in the reciprocal relation of the two senses 
of deinon. The knower fares into the midst of fittingness, draws Being into beings (in the “rift”) [reißt (im “riß”) das Sein in  das 
Seiende], and yet can never surmount the overwhelming.’ Ibid., p. 167. Although Heidegger does not yet explicate it here, this 
‘rift’ names the site of the struggle between earth and world in the work of art. Martin Heidegger, ‘The Origin of the Work 
of  Art’ in Basic Writings, ed. David Krell (London: Routledge, 1993), p. 188
23 Heidegger, Introduction to Metaphysics, p. 170. Translation modified.
24 Heidegger, Introduction to Metaphysics, p. 172



that of techne. In his reading of Sophocles — mediated through Hölderlin and grounded on the pre-

Socratic notion of phusis he takes from Nietzsche — Heidegger is able to rethink poiesis as the ‘original 

site’ of a happening of truth, that is, as a site of Being’s disclosure to Dasein. Poiesis is not a 

supplementary or everyday expression of subjectivity, but rather a fundamental aspect of Dasein’s 

authentic Being-in-the-world. Ultimately, phusis and techne are the two sides of this late conception of 

Being-in-the-world and, as such, are both considered to be modes of poiesis. Phusis  is understood as the 

creative bringing-forth of Being. Similarly, the techne involved in human production is understood as a 

creative response to this disclosure of Being to Dasein. This is the position Heidegger takes in ‘The 

Question Concerning Technology.’ In this lecture of 1953, we get his last statement on the significance 

of poiesis, which is more carefully and definitively articulated than before. This statement finally 

announces Heidegger’s distantiation from the Aristotelian notion of poiesis, in which poiesis is subjugated 

to praxis:

Not only handicraft manufacture, not only artistic and poetical bringing into appearance and 
concrete imagery, is a bringing forth, poiesis. Phusis, also, the rising of something from out of itself, 
is a bringing-forth. Phusis is indeed poiesis in the highest sense. For what presences by means of 
phusis has the irruption belonging to bringing-forth, e.g., the bursting of a blossom into bloom, in 
itself (en heautoi). In contrast, what is brought forth by the artisan or artist, e.g. the silver chalice, has 
the irruption belonging to bringing-forth, not in itself, but in another (en alloi), in the craftsman or 
artist.25 

Here, against the Aristotelian conception, the sole condition of poiesis is that it should be a creative 

event of bringing-forth, no matter whether the end is internal or external to itself. Phusis is perhaps still 

the ‘highest sense’ of poiesis since it contains its own end, but the strict hierarchy between poiesis and 

praxis has been finally removed. In the last analysis, both phusis and techne are modes of poiesis and 

therefore both fall under the categories of  movement, kinesis, and unconcealment, aletheia.

 Despite the fact that Heidegger claims — roughly along Hegelian lines — that our age is 

fundamentally ‘art-less,’ in the final decades of his life he expressed a great and increasing appreciation 

for several artists including Klee, Braque, Cézanne, Rilke, Le Corbusier, Stravinsky and, above all, 

Hölderlin. Although these interests may have been deeply personal, philosophically he needed to 

maintain some semblance of hope that authentic Dasein was still possible. And, as we have seen, the 

gauge of authenticity has shifted — in the 1930s, with Heidegger’s move from Aristotle to the pre-

Socratics — from the phronesis  of Being-towards-death to the techne of the bringing-forth of Being 

within an artwork. While we will not discuss in detail Heidegger’s extensive analysis of Hölderlin as a 

poet, we should mention one important aspect of the latter’s translations of Sophocles that directly 

relates to the conception of Being as to deinotaton. Scholars in Hölderlin’s time saw  these translations as 

definitive proof of his insanity. Against this, Heidegger claims that the translations attest to Hölderlin’s 

status as a poet of the highest order. He argues that Hölderlin’s process of translation itself was a kind 

of polemos that illustrates the struggle between the poet’s being-thrown into the unheimlich and the 

attempt to re-establish a world through a creative act:
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The resonance of the first stationary song from Sophocles’ Antigone tragedy in Hölderlin’s hymnal 
poetizing is a historical-poetic necessity within that history in which the being at home and being 
unhomely of  Western humankind is decided.

The pure fulfillment of this poetic necessity in the foreign land of the Greeks is a choral song in 
the Antigone tragedy by Sophocles. Hölderlin must have ‘lived’ in a constant dialogue with this 
choral song, such that the word of his hymnal poetizing speaks from out of this dialogue and 
articulates it. Indeed, he must have done so not only at the time of his hymnal poetizing, but also 
during the time that followed, when the everyday world had become foreign to him. To know 
something of this choral song therefore means to hear Hölderlin’s hymnal poetizing rush from its 
source, if only from afar. The choral song of the Greek Antigone tragedy will  disclose itself to us 
only by way of  translation. Genuine translation is always an encounter.26

That is, Hölderlin’s poetic translations of Sophocles themselves repeat, on the formal level, Dasein’s 

existential struggle between phusis and techne as well as, Heidegger suggests, dramatize even further the 

struggle depicted in the narratives of these tragedies. We will come back to Hölderlin’s Sophocles 

shortly, but first we will look at Deleuze’s conceptions of phusis and techne, and the ways in which they 

seem to follow Heidegger’s schema.

 While Heidegger describes the event as an overwhelming encounter with phusis, invoking the 

language of the Kantian sublime, Deleuze reserves for the word event the movement of phusis itself. 

The Deleuzian encounter with phusis is then described as an all-too-human encounter with the 

transcendental form of time, time as the force of becoming released from Being; this is the phusis of 

Nietzsche’s Heraclitus, subtracted once again from Parmenides.27 The concept of Being for Nietzsche 

is nothing but one of ‘the last wisps of smoke from evaporating reality.... Heraclitus will always be right 
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26 Heidegger, Hölderlin’s Hymn ‘The Ister,’ pp. 56, 65. Hölderlin himself also spoke about translation as an encounter. In a 
letter to his friend Christian Neuffer (July 1974), who was translating Virgil at the time, Hölderlin wrote that translation is ‘a 
salutary gymnastics’ that was beneficial for one’s native language. In translation, language — ‘the organ of our minds, our 
hearts, the sign of our imaginings, our ideas’ — becomes skillful and supple in the struggle with the beauty and grandeur of 
the foreign original. He also relates translation to ‘foreign service’ in which there is a danger of losing one’s identity and 
mother tongue, and having no serviceable speech at one’s disposal when returning home. Translation is therefore itself a 
polemos, a necessary journey abroad, for the sake of, but at the risk of losing one’s homely identity. Friedrich Hölderlin, Essays 
and Letters, trans. Jeremy Adler (London: Penguin 2009), p. 26. Cf. Heidegger, Hölderlin’s Hymn ‘The Ister,’  p. 136
27  In his own Introduction to Metaphysics, Bergson strongly objects to any association between his philosophy and that of 
Heraclitus: ‘How  was it ever possible to compare this doctrine with the doctrine if Heraclitus?’ Henri Bergson, Introduction  to 
Metaphysics, trans. T.E. Hulme (Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2007), p. 38. However counter-intuitive this statement sounds, its 
effect is to completely radicalize Heraclitus’ philosophy in the opposite direction than Heidegger does, that is, away from 
Parmenides. It articulates Bergson’s complete refusal of any attempt to essentialize and therefore fix movement; his is a 
purely immanent process philosophy, a ‘metaphysics without Being.’ John Mullarkey, ‘The Very Life of Things: Thinking 
Objects and Reversing Thought in Bergsonian Metaphysics’ in Ibid., p. xxx. Bergson clearly states that ‘radical instability and 
absolute immutability are mere abstract views taken from outside of the continuity of real change, abstractions which the 
mind then hypostasizes into multiple states on the one hand, into thing or substance on the other. The difficulties raised by 
the ancients around the question of movement and by the moderns around the question of substance disappear, the former 
because movement and change are substantial, the latter because substance is movement and change.’ Henri Bergson, ‘The 
Perception of Change’ in The Creative Mind, trans. Mabelle Andison (New  York: Dover, 2007), p. 130. Furthermore, we 
cannot fix this continuity of real change in concepts that are themselves essentialized and therefore inflexible. Ibid., p 23. 
However, despite Bergson, Deleuze seems to suggest that the Heraclitus promoted in Nietzsche’s Philosophy in the Tragic Age 
of the Greeks is compatible with this type of radically immanent process philosophy: ‘Among the pre-Socratics perhaps only 
Heraclitus knew that becoming is not “judged,” that it cannot be and has not to be judged, that it does not receive its law 
from elsewhere.’ Gilles Deleuze, Nietzsche and Philosophy, trans. Hugh Tomlinson (New York: Columbia University Press, 
2006), p. 28



in thinking that Being is an empty fiction.’28 Although Deleuze never addressed the concept of phusis  at 

length, there are hints in his work suggesting that he was immensely interested in the prospect of 

developing a philosophy of Nature. For example, in an interview with Arnaud Villani in 1981, we have 

the following brief exchange: ‘AV: Phusis seems to play an important role in your work. GD: You’re 

right. I believe that I turn around a certain idea of Nature, but I have not yet arrived at considering this 

notion directly.’29 In another interview, seven years later, when asked what kind of projects were on the 

horizon, Deleuze replied: ‘I want to write a book on “What is Philosophy?” as long as it’s a short one. 

Also, Guattari and I want to get back to our joint work and produce a sort of philosophy of Nature, 

now that any distinction between nature and artifice is becoming blurred.’30  Although it is debatable 

whether both of these desires were fulfilled simultaneously with publication of What is Philosophy? in 

1991, there are hints that Deleuze and Guattari were at least moving in the direction of producing a 

‘sort of ’ philosophy of Nature in this text. For example, we have enigmatic statements like: ‘When 

Heraclitus’ thought becomes polemos, it is fire that retorts. It is a single speed on both sides: “The atom 

will traverse space with the speed of thought.” The plane of immanence has two facets as Thought and 

as Nature, as Nous and as Phusis.’31  As we have discussed in the last chapter, What is Philosophy? is 

concerned with the ways in which three domains of knowledge — philosophy, science, and art — set 

up planes of immanence through the construction of concepts, functions, and percepts, respectively. In 

all three cases, this construction should be understood as involving, simultaneously, creation and 

thought, poiesis and nous. Or to put the matter more simply, nous is always creative for Deleuze. ‘The 

philosopher invents  and thinks the concept.’ ‘Art thinks no less than philosophy, but it thinks through 
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28 Friedrich Nietzsche, ‘Twilight of the Idols’ §§2, 4 in The Anti-Christ, Ecce Homo, Twilight of the Idols, and Other Writings, ed. 
Aaron Ridley and Judith Norman (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), p. 168. Or again: ‘I generally feel warmer 
and in better spirits in Heraclitus’ company than anywhere else. The affirmation of passing away and destruction that is crucial 
for a Dionysian philosophy, saying yes to opposition and war, becoming along with a radical rejection of the very concept of 
‘Being’ — all these are more closely related to me than anything else people have thought so far.’ Friedrich Nietzsche, ‘Ecce 
Homo’ §3 in Ibid. p. 110
29 Gilles Deleuze ‘Response to a Series of  Questions’ in Collapse III (November 2007), p. 39
30 Gilles Deleuze, Negotiations: 1972-1990, trans. Martin Joughin (New  York: Columbia University Press, 1995), p. 155. Of 
course, ‘nature’ refers to phusis while ‘artifice’ refers to techne in Heidegger’s schema. Thus it could be argued that Deleuze is 
implicitly criticizing Heidegger’s philosophy of art here. Blurring the distinction between these two terms is an idea Deleuze 
takes from the work of  Gilbert Simondon.
31 Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, What is Philosophy? trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Graham Burchell (New  York: Columbia 
University Press, 1994), p. 38. Cf. p. 44. Elsewhere, Deleuze understood Nietzsche’s eternal return ‘as a cosmological and 
physical doctrine’ of forces. Deleuze, Nietzsche and Philosophy, pp. 47-52. And of course, for Nietzsche, ‘the doctrine of the 
eternal return ... is Zarathustra’s doctrine, but ultimately it is nothing Heraclitus couldn’t have said too.’ Nietzsche, ‘Ecce 
Homo’ §3, p. 110



affects and percepts.’32  Likewise, science thinks through the creation of functions: ‘a scientist is 

someone who invents or creates functions.’33  

 The construction of a plane of immanence creates section of chaos that acts like a screen that 

protects us from the depths of the world, a screen which remains, more or less, adequate to the infinite 

movements of the chaosmos. It is clear that the two aspects of the plane of immanence — nous and 

phusis — thus bear a striking resemblance, despite several important philosophical differences, to 

Heidegger’s own dyad techne and phusis. Indeed, Deleuze seems to invite us to make this comparison: ‘If 

nature is like art, this is always because it combines two living elements in every way: House and 

Universe, Heimlich and Unheimlich, territory and deterritorialization.’34 The plane of immanence is the 

interface between an encounter with the chaosmos and the subsequent existential imperative to create 

concepts, functions, and percepts, which act as screens, mere slices of chaos. Similarly, the pre-Socratic 

sense of poiesis, in Heidegger’s reading, is Dasein’s creative attempt to overcome the violent concealing-

revealing movement of phusis. ‘We head for the horizon, on the plane of immanence, and we return 

with bloodshot eyes, yet they are the eyes of the mind’ and are propelled into ‘a groping 

experimentation.’35 For Deleuze, this encounter with Nature produces a shock to thought which is a 

kind of psychophysical aisthesis, a shock that communicates ‘vibrations to the cortex, touching the nervous and 

cerebral system directly.’36 That is, the force of phusis enters the brain. This is an encounter not with what 

Heidegger calls an aistheton — ‘that which is perceptible by sensations in the senses belonging to 

sensibility’37  but rather, as we have seen, an encounter with an imperceptible, affective aistheteon. 
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32 Deleuze and Guattari, What is Philosophy? pp. 3, 66. My emphasis. Heidegger too suggests an original kinship between 
poiesis and noein  when he says that ‘poetry is of the same order as philosophical thinking, although thinking and poetry are not 
identical.’ Heidegger, Introduction  to Metaphysics, p. 28. (Of course, it is significant that Heidegger uses noein, which in the strict 
Aristotelian sense, refers to the intellect as it is diametrically opposed to aisthesis. Deleuze’s nous — literally ‘mind’ — seems 
to be intentionally more vague. For some of the pre-Socratics, Anaxagoras in particular, nous even named the force that 
created the world out of chaos.) Another major difference between Heidegger and Deleuze is that, for the former, scientific 
or ‘calculative’ thinking is a form of enframing that cannot be compared to philosophical and poetic thought, whose kinship 
lies in the fact that they both are able to open up a world and shape the way Dasein understands itself in that world. Poiesis 
and noein  are analogous to two other words Heidegger later uses to distinguish the types of redemptive thinking: Dichten, 
‘poetic thinking’ — or, appropriating the title of the Hölderlin poem he considered most closely, ‘recollective 
thinking’ [Andenken] — and  Denken  ‘meditative thinking.’ ‘What is stated poetically and what is stated in thought are never 
identical; but there are times when they are the same — those times when the gulf separating poesy and thinking is  clean 
and decisive cleft [Riß]. This can occur when when poesy is lofty, and thinking profound. Hölderlin understood the matter 
well.’ Martin Heidegger, What is Called Thinking?  trans. J.G. Gray (New York: Harper, 1976), p. 20. Derrida has explored this 
important Riß between Dichten and Denken, in his own particular way. Jacques Derrida, ‘The Retrait  of Metaphor’ in Psyche: 
Inventions of the Other, Volume I, ed. Peggy Kamuf and Elizabeth Rottenberg (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2007), pp. 
71-75
33 Gilles Deleuze, ‘What is the Creative Act?’ in Two Regimes of Madness: Texts and Interviews 1975-1995, ed. David Lapoujade, 
trans. Ames Hodges and Mike Taormina (New York: Semiotexte, 2006), p. 314
34 Deleuze and Guattari, What is Philosophy? p. 186. As we shall see in the balance of this chapter, the Heimlich/Unheimlich 
movement of world-disclosure in Heidegger is replaced with the territorializing/deterritorializing movement of chaosmos-
construction.
35 Deleuze and Guattari, What is Philosophy? p. 41
36  Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 2: The Time-Image, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Robert Galeta (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 1989), p. 156
37 Heidegger, ‘The Origin of the Work of Art’ in Basic Writings, p. 151. In this schema, according to Heidegger, an object or 
thing would be ‘nothing but the unity of a manifold of what is given in the senses.’ And remember, Deleuze’s provocative 
statement ‘I don’t believe in things.’ Gilles Deleuze, ‘On Leibniz’ in Negotiations, p. 160



‘Something in the world forces us to think. This something is an object not of recognition but of a 

fundamental encounter.... It is not the given but that by which the given is given. It is therefore in a 

certain sense the imperceptible [insensible]. It is imperceptible precisely from the point of view of 

recognition — in other words, from the point of view of an empirical exercise of the senses.’38 While 

Heidegger’s ultimately calls this phenomenological encounter an event, Ereignis, for Deleuze it is simply 

the moment of affective aisthesis we discussed at length in the last chapter. Furthermore, and this is a 

critical difference between the two philosophers, the event for Deleuze names the continuous 

movement and self-regeneration of phusis itself — eventum tantum — utterly subtracted from the 

perspective of any subject. The encounter we have named aisthesis is one particular type of such 

movement. As we have seen, for Heidegger, phusis is the event of the disclosure of Being to Dasein. 

But for Deleuze, the event is pure becoming itself, the continuous unfolding of nature subtracted from 

both Being as well as from any configuration of the subject. That is, Deleuze describes the perpetual 

movements of  phusis as 

an eternal return, as the most terrible labyrinth of which Borges spoke ... which is no longer that of 
individuals, persons, and worlds, but only of pure events which the instant, displaced over the line, 
goes on dividing into already past and yet to come. Nothing other than the Event subsists, the 
Event alone, eventum tantum for all contraries, which communicates with itself  through its own 
distance and resonates across all of  its disjuncts.39

Labeling this movement of events phusis is justified by the fact that Deleuze calls the eternal return ‘a 

cosmological and physical doctrine.’40

 Although Hölderlin doesn’t figure prominently in Deleuze’s work, it would be possible to argue 

that Deleuze’s rendition of the violent encounter with phusis also leads back to Hölderlin’s Sophocles, 

albeit in an entirely different way than it does for Heidegger. In a short essay on the legacy of 

Kantianism, Deleuze briefly relates a ‘categorical turn’ in the experience of Hölderlin’s Oedipus to his 

own analysis of the encounter with the pure form of transcendental time — or ‘time out of joint’ — 

which, as we have seen, is defined as the force of movement, the chaosmic flux. In the moment of 

shock, Deleuze writes, the ‘order of time has ceased to “rhyme.”’41 Hölderlin explains this moment of 

the encounter as one in which
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38 Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, trans. Paul Patton (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994), p. 140
39  Gilles Deleuze, Logic of Sense, ed. Constantin Boundas, trans. Mark Lester and Charles Stivale (New  York: Columbia 
University Press, 1990), p. 176
40 Deleuze, Nietzsche and Philosophy, p. 47
41 Gilles Deleuze, Essays Critical and Clinical, trans. Daniel Smith and Michael Greco (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 1997), p. 28. ‘Time out of joint means demented time or time outside the curve which gave it a god, liberated from is 
overly simple circular figure ... in short, time presenting itself as an empty and pure form. Time itself unfolds (that is, 
apparently ceases to be a circle) instead of things unfolding within it (following the overly simple circular figure). It ceases to 
be cardinal and becomes ordinal, a pure order of time. Hölderlin said that it no longer “rhymed,” because it was distributed 
unequally on both sides of a ‘caesura,’ as a result of which beginning and end no longer coincided. We may define the order 
of time as this purely formal distribution of the unequal in the function of a caesura. We can then distinguish a more or less 
extensive past and a future in inverse proportion, but the future and the past here are not empirical and dynamic 
determinations of time: they are formal and fixed characteristics which follow  a priori from the order of time, as though they 
comprised a static synthesis of  time.’ Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, pp. 88-89 



man forgets himself and the god and, like a traitor but in a holy manner, he turns away. For, at the 
furthest limit of suffering, nothing else stands but the conditions of time and space. At that 
frontier, man forgets himself because he is wholly in the moment; and the god forgets himself 
because he is nothing but time; and both are unfaithful, time because in such a moment it is a 
categorical turn in which beginning and end no longer rhyme at all; and man because at that 
moment of categorical turning he must follow, but in what follows he cannot at all match what was 
there in the beginning.42

It must be said, however, that Deleuze’s use of Hölderlin is entirely mediated through Jean Beaufret’s 

Heideggerian analysis of Hölderlin’s Sophocles. Here, Beaufret explains Hölderlin’s conception of art as 

being initially opposed to nature but, again, through a return to one’s homeland it is ultimately, albeit 

only in exceptional cases, able to surpass and therefore complete that which nature is unable to achieve 

on its own.43 In these cases, art is able to bring-forth aorgisch nature, which ‘does not refer to the merely 

lifeless but designates ... the unreflexive, unrepresented, disorganizing manifestation of nature.’44  We 

will come back to the important distinction between organic and inorganic nature — which was also 

important for the early Naturphilosophie of Hölderlin’s roommates at the Tübinger Stift: Hegel and 

Schelling — later in the chapter. What should be noted now is Hölderlin description of Oedipus’s 

experience of a ‘categorical turn’ of time, which is somehow related to an existential forgetting. Here 

we should recall Bergson’s account of déjà-vu, which Deleuze appropriates in his theory of 

transcendental perception.

 For Bergson, intuition begins with a creative emotion. ‘But what is this creative emotion if not 

precisely a cosmic Memory, that actualizes all the levels at the same time, that liberates man from the 

plane or the level that is proper to him, in order to make him a creator, adequate to the whole 

movement of creation.’45 This cosmic, or virtual, memory presents itself as the otherwise hidden or 

forgotten aspect of the pure form of time. It is the pure past, the being of time that has never been 

lived. It is fundamentally different from the mere recollection of a former lived present and is thus a 

transcendental memory that works beyond the empirical or psychological experience of time; Bergson 

calls it ‘virtual’ precisely because it has no psychological existence. Whereas actual memory is able to 

recall only those things that have already been seen, heard, imagined, or thought, transcendental 

memory is able to grasp that which can only be recalled. It concerns not a memory contingent on the 

functions of the other faculties, but with the being of a pure past — the past of all time — and thus it 

reveals an ontology of the virtual that must be presupposed by any adequate theory of time. In 

Difference and Repetition, Deleuze criticizes Kant for tracing the transcendental from the given, empirical 

mechanisms of psychological consciousness. He shows that in a properly transcendental memory 

‘forgetting is no longer a contingent incapacity separating us from memory which is itself contingent: it 

exists within essential memory as though it were the “nth” power of memory with regard to its own 
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42  Friedrich Hölderlin, Essays and Letters on  Theory, ed. and trans. Thomas Pfau (Albany: SUNY Press, 1988), p. 108. 
Translation modified.
43 Jean Beaufret, Hölderlin et Sophocle (Brionne: Gerard Monfort, 1983)
44 Thomas Pfau in Friedrich Hölderlin, Essays and Letters on Theory, p. 168 n. 3
45 Deleuze, Bergsonism, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Barbara Habberjam (New York: Zone Books, 1991), p. 111



limit or to that which can only be recalled.’46  As we have seen, it is the virtual half of what Deleuze 

calls the transcendental structure of time — which is an indeterminate doubling of an actual moment 

with its virtual aspect — that is revealed in both a crystal-image as well as in the experience of  déjà-vu.

 In this conception of a fundamental doubling of the pure form of time, the ‘overly simple 

circular figure’ of empirical time is replaced by a more profound transcendental circling: ‘metaphysics 

makes a circle of the physical or phusis.’47  Furthermore, the experience of this splitting of time 

produces a fracture, or caesura, in the subject — as attested by Hölderlin’s Oedipus — even as it signals 

the death of  God. Deleuze again follows Beaufret in this line of  argument:

If the greatest initiative of transcendental philosophy was to introduce the form of time into 
thought as such, then this pure and empty form in turn signifies indissolubly the death of God, the 
fractured I and the passive self. It is true that Kant did not pursue this initiative: both God and the I 
underwent a practical resurrection..... In this sense, it is correct to claim that neither Fichte nor 
Hegel is the descendent of Kant — rather it is Hölderlin, who discovers the emptiness of pure 
time and, in this emptiness, simultaneously the continued diversion of the divine, the prolonged 
fracture of the I and the constitutive passion of the self. Hölderlin saw in this form of time both 
the essence of  tragedy and the adventure of  Oedipus.48

For all their differences, it is significant that both Deleuze and Heidegger are able to reduce the event 

that precedes the creation of art to a moment in Hölderlin. However, for Heidegger, this shock to 

thought seems to happen primarily at the level of the dislocation of the native language as exemplified 

by Hölderlin’s ‘hymnal poetizing’ — that is, creative translation — of Sophocles. This is because, in the 

last analysis, Heidegger’s position represents a version of linguistic Kantianism, which is clearly 

embodied in his often repeated phrase ‘language is the house of being.’49  While, for Kant, the 

transcendental horizon of what amounts to world-disclosure is determined by the categories — which 

are in effect hard-wired into the human brain — for Heidegger, world-disclosure is embodied in the 

much more malleable phenomenon of language, considered broadly as social practice. Furthermore, it 

remains frustratingly ambiguous in ‘The Origin of the Work of Art’ whether it is ultimately the artwork 

or language itself that actually creates a world. Despite Heidegger’s emphasis on ‘firstness’ in the 

important passage on the Greek temple and his use of terms like ‘origin’ and ‘beginning’ to describe 

the ontology of the artwork, it is possible to understand the function of art as not creating but rather, 

in the language of Being and Time, merely rendering ‘expressly visible’ or ‘thematizing’ a world which is 

already in existence. Even at the end of the essay, this ambiguity is allowed to remain and is justified 

only by the privileging of  poetry — that is, Poesie, the art of language — above all other artistic media:

Poetry [Dichtung] is thought of here in so broad a sense and at the same time in such intimate 
essential unity with language and word, that we must leave open whether art in all  its modes, from 
architecture to poesy [Poesie], exhausts the essence of poetry. Language itself is poetry in the 
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46 Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, p. 140
47  Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, p. 292. Or again, ‘In what form does reminiscence introduce time? It is a matter of 
physical time, of a periodic or circular time which is that of phusis and is subordinate to events which occur within it, to 
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48 Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, p. 87
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essential sense. But since language is the happening in which beings first disclose themselves to man 
each time as beings, poesy — or poetry in the narrower sense — is the most original form of 
poetry in the essential sense. Language is not poetry [Dichtung] because it is the primal poesy 
[Urpoesie]; rather poesy propriates in language because language preserves the original essence of 
poetry. Building and plastic creation, on the other hand, always happen already, and happen only, in 
the open region of saying and naming. It is the open region that pervades and guides them. But for 
this very reason they remain their own ways and modes in which truth directs itself into work. They 
are an ever special poetizing within the clearing of beings which has already happened unnoticed in 
language.50

We will not attempt to resolve this ambiguity here. However, the privileging of language as Urpoesie   — 

while simultaneously claiming that ‘The essence of art is poetry. The essence of poetry, in turn, is the 

founding of truth’ — has important consequences for Heidegger’s rendition of the creative origin of 

art after an encounter with phusis. On this point, we can unequivocally distinguish Heidegger and 

Deleuze’s philosophies of art. Deleuze acknowledges — in a way which vaguely evokes Hölderlin’s 

account of the effect of a foreign language on the mother tongue — that one possible effect of such a 

shocking encounter for a writer-seer is that it may produce ruptures within language, creating new 

senses and syntaxes.51 However, this is merely a trace of the more original experience of ‘time out of 

joint,’ which opens up the possibility of living other durations beyond the one Kant argued was hard-

wired into our brains. Furthermore, one philosophical consequence of privileging language as social 

practice over the more fundamental, and indeed emancipatory, effect of opening time beyond its 

Kantian coordinates, is that we must accept the type of ‘infinite deferral’ or postponement of any 

realization as demanded by deconstruction. This is precisely the experience of Hölderlin’s Oedipus. 

The caesura that separates the no-longer-rhyming beginning and end in his story, rather that being an 

emancipatory event, is rather ‘the essence of tragedy’ whereby Oedipus is condemned to a ‘life of 

death in postponement.’52 Deleuze’s reading emphasizes the opening up of other durations through the 

disclosure of the pure form of time as well as the production of inorganic nature, which is inherently 

unorganized, that is, without judgment. He chooses to leave behind the Heideggerian reading of 

Hölderlin which focuses precisely on the tragedy of Oedipus whereby the fractured ego and the death of 

god cripples Oedipus and thus ‘distills a “slow death,” and continuously defers the judgement of  the law.’53

Oedipus, his name is atheos: he invents something worse than death or exile, he wanders and 
survives on a strangely positive line of separation or deterritorialization. Hölderlin and Heidegger 
see this as the birth of the double turning away the change of face, and also the birth of modern 
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tragedy.... the outcome is no longer murder or sudden death but survival under reprieve, unlimited 
postponement.’54

 Beaufret argues that the turning away of God and man in Oedipus’s experience reflects a 

‘categorical turn’ for Hölderlin precisely in the Kantian sense that the absence of the consideration of 

God in ethical judgments requires the deployment of a categorical imperative. For Deleuze, the 

categorical imperative implies that the Good derived from the Law is considered as a ‘form that has no 

object, whether sensible or intelligible. It does not tell us what we must do, but what subjective rule we 

must obey no matter what our action,’55 which functions in Kant as if it has the transcendent status of 

an Idea. That is, infinite postponement becomes a form of judgment that replaces the necessity of 

God. Although God and the Self underwent a resurrection in Kant as the necessary postulates of 

practical reason, Hölderlin’s Oedipus makes this impossible even though Hölderlin himself ultimately 

betrays this fundamental insight. By focussing on the fracture within language that results from this 

double assassination, rather than philosophically examine the revolutionary moment in Hölderlin’s 

explication of the epic  —  the moment in which both God and man ‘forget’ themselves in the face of 

the pure order of time — Heidegger, like Hölderlin, missed the chance to move beyond Kant and thus 

left in place the condition for a transcendent Judge: infinite postponement as the ‘secret’ of language.56 

‘It is not as if the judgment itself were postponed, put off until tomorrow, pushed back to infinity; on 

the contrary, it is the act of postponing, of carrying to infinity, that makes judgment possible. The 

condition of judgment lies in a supposed relation between existence and the infinite in the order of 

time.’57  For Deleuze, a proper philosophical analysis of the direct presentation of time in Oedipus 

reveals precisely what Bergson’s explanation of déjà-vu does: ‘time is out of joint and presents itself in 

the pure state.’ But we should not be distracted by this ‘pure.’ As we shall see in the next section, where 

we will consider Deleuze’s distinctly non-Heideggerian reading of Nietzsche, it points only to 

‘movement as false movement, as aberrant movement which now depends upon time.’58  This false 

movement disallows any recourse to the transcendent, to judgment, and replaces infinite deferral with 

what we will call, after Agamben, (dis)continuous gestation.
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3.2   Cinematic fabulation: Reframing Bergson and Nietzsche

Nietzsche, Bergson, and the critique of  metaphysics

Heidegger not only discovers through Nietzsche a pre-Socratic conception of phusis that would ground 

his later ideas concerning artistic poiesis; after his encounter with Nietzsche, Heidegger begins to exhibit 

a hostility towards metaphysics. In the Twilight of the Idols, Nietzsche describes ‘how the true world 

finally became a fable’ and aims to completely devalue the highest philosophical ideals, namely, the 

Platonic idea in all its historic incarnations.1  Nietzsche’s thought represents for Heidegger the ‘end of 

Western metaphysics’ after which we must proceed to an ‘entirely different question of the truth of 

Being.’2  We must leave it for others to decide whether Heidegger really succeeded where Nietzsche 

supposedly failed in the ‘overcoming’ of metaphysics. Our concern here is to present another way out 

of this problem, through Bergson. Early in his career, Deleuze argued that Bergson participated, along 

with Nietzsche, in the critique of traditional metaphysics, a critique which pronounced the end of the 

philosophical division between the true and apparent worlds: ‘At the end of the nineteenth century, 

philosophy was seen as a critique of metaphysics, with the goal of moving beyond metaphysics. For 

Nietzsche, this means the critique of the idea of a second world. Bergson also participates in the spirit 

of the times…. There is no world of Being that is different from that of becoming.’3  But while 

Nietzsche merely ‘inverts Platonism’ in a parody of metaphysics, Bergson takes a different approach. 

Bergson’s famous essay ‘An Introduction to Metaphysics’ attempts to redefine the coordinates of what 

counts as metaphysics in the first place. And it does this in a manner that is completely consistent with the 

two major ways in which metaphysics has been critiqued or dismissed. That is, Bergsonian metaphysics 

concerns neither the knowledge of transcendent ideas that lie outside the purview of experience — the 

Kantian or epistemological view of metaphysics — nor the atemporal realm of presence ‘beyond 

physics’ — the classical view. Rather, metaphysics for Bergson is completely physical and completely 

immanent to this world. Given the primacy of becoming over Being in his thought we could simply say, 

with John Mullarkey, that ‘physics in process is [Bergsonian] metaphysics.’4 Deleuze goes even further 

than Bergson and finds within his thought a Nietzschean moment that he pushes to the limit, removing 
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any last inklings of ‘truth’ such that Bergsonian intuition becomes fabulation. And even further beyond 

Bergson, and towards Nietzsche, artistic creation becomes a power of  the false. 

 From his early essay ‘On Truth and Lying in a Non-moral Sense’ to ‘How the True World 

Finally Became a Fable’ in Twilight of the Idols, the critique of truth has been a sustained endeavor 

throughout Nietzsche’s writings. His most basic thesis about truth is that it consists of nothing but a 

massive collection of  bad habits: 

What, then, is truth? A mobile array of metaphors, metonymies, anthropomorphisms, in short a 
sum of human relations which have been subjected to poetic and rhetorical intensification, 
translation, and decoration, and which, after they have been in use for a long time, strike a people as 
firmly established, canonical, and binding; truths are illusions of which we have forgotten that they 
are illusions, metaphors which have become worn by frequent use and have lost all sensuous vigor.5 

He would concur with Bergson that these ‘bad habits’ ultimately have their basis in our biological needs 

as a species, such as our recognition of and action upon objects within the environment. Nietzsche 

argues that the human animal has more or less survived in the world by developing and amassing such 

habits, which have become ‘basic errors’ or ‘erroneous articles of faith,’ the most fundamental of which  

is the belief that there are enduring and stable objects in the world that are what we empirically 

recognize them to be. That is, like Bergson’s account of habitual perception, these biologically 

determined errors first and foremost cloud our vision from the perpetual flux of  things:

All the higher functions, the perceptions of sense and generally every kind of sensation, worked 
with those basic errors that had been incorporated since time immemorial. Further, even in the 
realm of knowledge those propositions became the norms according to which one determined 
‘true’ and ‘untrue’ — down to the most remote areas of pure logic. Thus the strength of knowledge 
lies not in its degree of  truth, but in its age, its embeddedness, its character as a condition of  life.6

He thus presents a proto-Bergsonian account of the origins and development of our most fundamental 

ways of being in the world. For example, the ability to see and think habitually in terms of the self-

identity of objects is necessary for survival since it ensures that potentially dangerous objects in the 

environment can be quickly identified; to see only perpetual flux everywhere would be catastrophic for 

the evolution of any species. Interestingly, in elucidating this point, Nietzsche paints a picture of the 

world ‘before man’ that is remarkably close to Deleuze’s chaosmic flux of  movement-images: 

Innumerable beings who drew inferences in a way different from that in which we do have now 
perished; nonetheless, they might have been closer to the truth! He, for instance, who did not know 
how to find ‘identity’ often enough, both with regard to nourishment and to hostile animals — that 
is, he who subsumed too slowly and was too cautious in subsumption — had a slighter probability 
of survival than he who in all cases of similarity immediately guessed that they were identical…. It 
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was necessary that for a long time changes in things not be seen, not be perceived; the beings who 
did not see things exactly had a head start over those who saw everything ‘in a flux.’7

This is the starting point of Nietzsche’s perspectivism. For him, the survival habits accumulated in the 

collective memory of humans helps to inform points of view on the world that are, at least 

functionally, a priori categories that determine our perspective. That is, Nietzsche’s critique of truth still 

rests, despite all his efforts, upon a decidedly Kantian conception of the world split into phenomena and 

noumena: 

The human intellect cannot avoid seeing itself under its perspectival forms, and solely in these. We 
cannot look around our corner: it is a hopeless curiosity to want to know what other kinds of 
intellects and perspectives there might be; e.g. whether other beings might be able to experience time 
backwards, or alternately forwards and backwards (which would involve another direction of life 
and a different conception of cause and effect). But I think that today we are at least far away from 
the ridiculous immodesty of decreeing from our angle that perspectives are permitted only from this 
angle. Rather, the world has once again become infinite to us: insofar as we cannot reject the 
possibility that it includes infinite interpretations.8

 It is clear that Nietzsche prefers this conception of the infinite — which necessarily confines us 

to the relative darkness of the this world — to a Romantic belief in the possibility of an ‘intellectual 
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7 Nietzsche, The Gay Science, p. 112. The near equation between seeing everything ‘in a flux’ and being ‘closer to the truth’ in 
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seems to be Nietzsche’s first statement of an artistic power of the false that goes beyond the search for a ‘correct 
perception’ that would be equivalent to noumena.



intuition.’9 But like the Romantics, albeit in an entirely different way, Nietzsche’s perspectivism discloses 

just how indebted he remains to Kant, even as he dispenses with the concept of truth. Nietzsche’s way 

out of the trap of the human view on the world is not a Bergsonian intuition qua expanded perception 

but rather the poetic invention of ‘another kind of art — a mocking, light, fleeting, divinely untroubled, 

divinely artificial art that, like a bright flame, blazes into an unclouded sky!’10 Thus aesthetics for the late 

Nietzsche involves, first and foremost, not aisthesis but poiesis. For him, the category of art is relieved 

from the Romantic notion of the artist-hero in order to include all that participate in a creative ‘will to 

power’ of the false, including himself: ‘as artists, too, we will know this.’11 He says in The Gay Science that 

the thinker, like the artist, is one in whom the all-too-human drive for truth and the habitual behaviors 

of our species ultimately clash, since she quickly discovers that all knowledge is necessarily perspectival. 

He also says that this thinker is not free until she questions the foundations of both truths and habits. 

The struggle ends, for Nietzsche, not in an extended perception — a corrected or enlarged perspective 

— but rather in the creation of another art. We must therefore make a sharp distinction between 

Nietzsche’s theory of aisthesis — a perspectivism that remains trapped within the Kantian moment in 

philosophy — and his theory of poiesis — his will to invent another, ‘divinely artificial,’ art — which is 

the way he proposes to rid himself of Kant. This theory of poiesis is also the way in which we must 

understand his imperative to create a new ‘light earth’ beyond the human. And, as we shall see, Deleuze 

appropriates Nietzsche on this point. However, Deleuze favors Bergson’s theory of aisthesis over 

Nietzsche’s precisely because its anti-representationalism is much more rigorously worked out beyond 

Kant. Following Bergson, Deleuze is able to conceive of a transcendental aisthesis without falling into 

the dual trap of Kantianism: on the one side we have a Nietzschian-style perspectivism and on the 

other an impossible perception of  noumena.12 

 However, Deleuze needs Nietzsche’s critique of truth, which makes possible an aesthetics 

without judgment, an aesthetics subtracted from the moral imperatives of reason or of ideas more 

generally. The belief in a ‘true world’ beyond our reach is exactly what leads to a world of gods in 

which, according to Deleuze, ‘nothing is left but judgment ... and judgment prevents the emergence of 
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any new mode of existence.’13  But also Deleuze finds a Nietzchean moment within Bergson in the 

latter’s conception of fabulation, which Deleuze sutures to the theory of intuition. Additionally, 

Deleuze appropriates Nietzsche’s conception of another art, a point we shall come back to in subsequent 

sections. Together Bergson and Nietzsche help Deleuze to define a robust, and fully anti-Kantian, 

aesthetics. Whereas Kant attempts to fill the lacuna between phenomena and noumena with a higher 

morality based on Reason, Nietzsche fills it with an aesthetic relation that expresses a higher creative 

power: a will to power of the false. But Nietzsche remains absolutely Kantian in his theory of 

perception even if he goes beyond Kant with his conception of artistic poiesis. Bergson also offers an 

aesthetic solution, albeit one that involves an extended aisthesis. This extended perception qua intuition 

is also a kind of higher aesthetic will to power: ‘That an effort of this kind is not impossible is proved 

by the existence in man of an aesthetic faculty along with normal perception.’14  In this way, Deleuze 

unhinges us from the world and offers a theory of aesthetics ungrounded from any idea of truth. Once 

we cease to believe in a true world, once ‘we leave the shores of judgment, we also repudiate the 

[Apollonian] dream in favor of a [Dionysian] intoxication.’ And we leave the shores of judgment by 

investing in Nietzsche’s will to power of the false.15 Ultimately, Deleuze’s aesthetics includes not only an 

‘intoxicated’ theory of Nietzschean poiesis; it offers a quite ‘frenzied’ theory of Bergsonian aisthesis that 

takes us beyond the shores of representation. Intuition, rather than an enlarged perspective, is an 

expanded perception in the sense that we change durations. With intuition we don’t change our view on 

the world, our representation of it — we don’t, in Nietzsche’s terms, ‘look around the corner’ — first 

of all because Bergson’s theory of perception is non-representational. But it is also important to 

remember that intuition is an expanded perception only in that it involves expanding the duration one 

inhabits. If we ‘place ourselves in it [duration] by an effort of intuition, we have the feeling of a certain 

well-defined tension, whose very definiteness seems like a choice between an infinity of possible 

durations. Henceforth we can perceive any number of durations, all very different from one another.’ 

This may be considered a perspectivism only if the empirical effort of intuition is ‘reduced to concepts, 

that is, observed externally from two opposite points of view.’16 This ethico-aesthetic effort is precisely 

the way in which we must understand the imperative to go beyond the human. ‘It could be said that 

man is capable of rediscovering all the levels, all the degrees of expansion and contraction that coexist 

in the virtual Whole. As if he were capable of all the frenzies and brought about in himself successively 

everything that, elsewhere, can only be embodied in different species.... Man is capable of scrambling 
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the planes, of going beyond his own plane as his own condition.’17 We will now show how Deleuze 

sutures Bergson’s theory of expanded perception with the idea of fabulation before moving on to 

Nietzsche’s power of  the false.

 The title of Bergson’s profound little essay ‘Introduction to Metaphysics’ is deceiving because it 

is neither a defense of traditional metaphysics, nor is it simply another articulation — in the ‘spirit of 

his time’ — of its critique. Rather, through a ‘violent reversal’ of what we normally take the act of 

thinking to be, Bergson refigures both the method and scope of traditional metaphysics. He attempts 

to completely redefine it by bringing art, science, and philosophy into a new dialogue via an empirical 

method of intuition, whereby thought passes ‘from things to concepts and not from concepts to 

things.’18 This intuition should be understood as neither a bare instinct nor a vague empathy, but as a 

real intellectual effort, a reversal of the very movement of thought. Because Bergson remains firmly on 

empiricist ground, this intuition amounts to an expanded perception that entails thinking beyond the 

human condition. There is no Being beyond becoming, rather intuition is possible because it conceives 

of a time other than the one Kant was able to think. Bergson is able to reorient rather than completely 

devalue metaphysics because, contra Kant and Nietzsche, he believes that the pure becoming of 

duration is the transcendental form of time and that intuition is the expanded perception of other 

durations, as we have seen. This marks the difference between the impossible ‘intellectual intuition’ of 

the Frühromantiks and Bergson’s intuition of duration. Bergsonian intuition is the violent effort to 

expand perception to the point of becoming adequate to another duration and, at the limit, ‘to see all 

things sub specie durationis.’19 It is decidedly not the intuition of a Platonic, or even Spinozist, Being; it is 

not the ‘intellectual love of God’ as the capacity to see all things sub specie æternitatis. Romantic intuition 

entails the impossible ‘search for the eternal!’20  But for Bergson, Romantic intuition ultimately fails 

because it poses a false problem and attempts the search for a transcendent Being or Idea rather than 

the search for new durations. The Romantics conceptualize intuition while they remain trapped within 

the Platonic idea of being as well as the Kantian idea of time. An interesting point of difference-in-

repetition between the Romantics and Bergson is that, although the methods of the visionary artist 

inspire the latter’s conception of philosophical thinking, in his view philosophy must ultimately go 
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beyond art.21 Duration is the transcendental form of time, as Deleuze and Bergson demonstrate, which 

is entirely continuous with the world of normal empirical time. Duration and empirical time only point 

to ‘two directions [sens] and not two worlds: contraction and relaxation’ of the faculty of perception.22 

But it  takes the violent effort of an expanded perception, a ‘transcendental’ empiricism, to reach this 

duration. Bergson says this ‘true empiricism’ of duration is the ‘real metaphysics’ and Deleuze fully 

embraces Bergson on this point even as he distances himself from the language of truth. One of 

Deleuze’s key insights here is that, if thinking qua the method of intuition is wholly a question of 

perception, we must conceive the effort of thinking as a matter of expanding, rather than ‘correcting,’ 

this perception. And, for him, art is philosophy’s equal in its capacity to think in this way.

 For the most part, Deleuze remains fully Bergsonian in his critique qua reversal of metaphysics. 

Thus when he says ‘I am a pure metaphysician,’ we should take this metaphysics to be precisely 

Bergson’s version of metaphysics.23 But Deleuze also agrees with Nietzsche’s critique of truth and sees 

the latter’s philosophy of the ‘shortest shadow’ as indispensable for his own critique of judgment. 

However, the mere comedic inversion of metaphysics ultimately invites the advent of nihilism and 

doesn’t do enough to move beyond Kantianism. In short, Deleuze follows Bergson in the critique of 

metaphysics and Nietzsche in the critique of truth. He believes completely in Bergsonian intuition as a 

philosophical method for going beyond both Kantianism and the human condition, but he parts ways 

with Bergson to the extent that the later still uses or insinuates a notion of truth. Deleuze would say, 

contra Nietzsche, that intuition enables us to remove the ‘veil’ of normal, attenuated perception, but he 

would also say, with Nietzsche, that ‘we can longer believe that truth remains truth when one pulls off 

this veil.’24 Éric Alliez argues that the Bergsonism of Deleuze’s Cinema books is one ‘cleansed of any 

spiritualism of presence (presence, as Deleuze says, is too pious)’; as such it is a Bergsonism ‘oltre 

Bergson, via Nietzsche.’25 As we have already seen, the first part of this statement is indubitable — despite 

the numerous references to esprit and automate spirituel in Cinema 2 — to any rigorous reader of Deleuze. 

However, the operation Deleuze performs on Bergson is much more subtle than the second part of 

this statement allows, in that Deleuze finds a properly Nietzschean moment within Bergson himself. 

Furthermore, this philosophical operation already takes place in the early 1960s, twenty years before the 
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publication of the Cinema books, and even before his early works on Nietzsche and Bergson, as 

transcripts of an early lecture course on the third chapter of Bergson’s Creative Evolution reveal.26 

Deleuze remains faithful to Bergson by finding in him a Nietzschean-style critique of metaphysics. 

And, ultimately, he presents a Bergsonism oltre Nietzsche by suggesting that we move beyond 

Nietzsche’s perspectivism — which concedes too much to Kant — by suturing Bergson’s concepts of 

intuition and fabulation.

Fabulation and the power of  the false

Heidegger defines art as a ‘happening of truth’ which fundamentally means that it opens up, or 

discloses, a world. While this conception of art is intimately connected to his understanding of poiesis it 

remains undecided, and is indeed a point of contention amongst scholars, whether such disclosure 

involves real creation — the creation of the new — rather than simply a lifting of the veil. 

Unfortunately, we cannot hope to get a decisive answer vis-à-vis Heidegger’s philosophy, but the very 

problem does shed some light upon Deleuze’s rather obscure conception of the ‘power of the false.’ 

Of course, Deleuze’s philosophy of difference is in line with Heidegger’s rejection of the 

correspondence theory of truth, which depends upon an empirical relation between two or more self-

identical objects within a fully disclosed world. But Deleuze, unlike his contemporary Alain Badiou, 

sees no use for any notion of truth and is not interested in reinventing the significance of the term. 

And while he doesn’t directly attack Heidegger’s concept of aletheia, he is particularly disgusted by the 

notion of the unveiling of a secret, the logic of which he attributes to a certain tendency in French 

literature contra the pure creation of ‘lines of flight’ in, for example, Beat literature.27 So it is safe to say 

that the idea of truth as the disclosure of hitherto unknown realms would not appeal to him on at least 

two accounts. It seems that Deleuze’s conception of the ‘power of the false’ — in addition to replacing 

the ‘power of judgment’ of Kantian aesthetics — also directly attempts to remove any trace of 

ambiguity in Heidegger’s conception of poiesis. It is not mere disclosure but involves real creation; that 

is, the word ‘false’ emphasizes the process of differentiation, understood in Deleuze’s specific sense. 

Creation cannot be the simple repetition of the same and should therefore be distinguished from both 

mimesis and habit; it is the power of the false precisely as the power to not correspond. Furthermore, 

‘bringing forth’ is not enough unless this movement is clearly qualified as the creation of the new. Like 

Heidegger, Deleuze reserves the title of ‘art’ for a creative act (poiesis) that becomes more or less 

adequate to the force of phusis. But the movement of phusis for Deleuze necessarily involves a 
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continuous renewal, a continuous differentiation from itself: ‘becoming is the power of the false.’ 

Therefore, ‘artistic becoming’ is defined by a ‘will to power.’28

 Deleuze’s conception of the power of the false comes directly from Nietzsche’s critique of 

truth, which is fundamentally grounded on the latter’s opposition to Kant’s noumenal world understood 

as ‘another world, a world-beyond, the truthful world.’29 In Human, All Too Human, Nietzsche writes:

It is error that has made mankind so profound, tender, inventive as to produce such a flower as the 
arts and religions. Pure knowledge would have been incapable of it. Anyone who unveiled to us the 
nature of the world would produce for us the most unpleasant disappointment.  It is not the world 
as thing in itself, it is the world as idea (as error) that is so full of  significance.30

Deleuze takes this idea of the invention of errors and connects it to the late Nietzsche’s conception of 

the will to power in order to give new significance to Nietzsche’s privileging of the artist. Deleuze 

claims that the production of art raises this fabulatory function to the highest affirmative power. That 

is, art magnifies the world as error:

The world is nether true nor real but living. And the living world is will to power, will to falsehood, 
which is actualized in many different powers. To actualize the will to falsehood under any power 
whatever, to actualize the will to power under any quality whatever, is always to evaluate. To live is 
to evaluate. there is no truth of the world as it is thought, no reality of the sensible world, all is 
evaluation, even and above all the sensible and the real. Being, truth, and reality are themselves only 
valid as evaluations, that is to say, lies.... Three fundamental points in Nietzsche's philosophy are 
borne in mind: not the true nor the real but evaluation; not affirmation as acceptance but as 
creation; not man but the Overman as a new form of life. Nietzsche attaches so much importance 
to art because art realizes the whole of this program: the highest power of the false, Dionysian 
affirmation and the genius of  the superhuman.’31

 Deleuze develops the concept of the power of the false more fully in Cinema 2. In his narrative of 

film history, he notes that the movement-image enters a crisis at some point in the mid-20th century in 

the sense that it begins to exhaust its creative possibilities. We have already challenged this linear, almost 

teleological history. But time-images are important as a species of movement-images in which — due 

to the direct presentation of time — each of the elements of perception, affection, and action become 

‘out of joint’ and therefore become reified within the image. This shift from the indirect representation 

of time in the movement-image to the direct presentation of time in the time-image should be 

understood as a thematization of the shift from normal, empirical perception to Bergsonian intuition. 

Deleuze likes to say that ‘the subordination of time to movement is reversed, time ceases to be the 

measurement of normal movement, it increasingly appears for itself and creates paradoxical 

movements.’32  Despite the appearance of an ontological shift in the two volumes from movement to 

time, this shift is simply an epistemological one from an Aristotelian view of time as spatially quantified 

— time as the measure of movement — to a Bergsonian view  of time as qualitative duration. And 

despite Deleuze’s assertion that it was Kant who initiated this reversal, his thesis, at least on this point, 
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would be all the more powerful if we follow Bergson rather than read the strict movement-time 

dualism as an essential element of Deleuze’s film-philosophy. In the end, Kant only inverts this binary 

by subordinating measured space to measured time. As John Mullarkey correctly notes, ‘Bergson’s thesis 

is not about the movement-time binary in fact (which he wouldn’t recognize at all), but one concerning 

measure and immeasure, or quantity and quality. Kant simply internalized space and called it  time. 

Bergson instead wants time to be understood as qualitative movement, that is, to have its qualitative actuality 

restored. Movement is not a mere “actual” to time’s “virtual” — it is the time of the living world. 

Movement is Time.’33 The crucial difference between the two volumes concerns not simply a shift from 

movement- to time-images; in Bergson’s view  there is simply no ontological difference between 

movement and time. Rather, what is important is that, as the result of a cinematic intuition of duration 

— which Deleuze calls here a shock to thought or a direct presentation of ‘time as force’ — the 

normal relations between percepts, affects, and actions are short-circuited forcing one to create new 

connections between them. For a moment, we no longer know how to act or think; we become seers 

just as ‘the landscape becomes hallucinatory,’ that is, unrecognizable.34  There is an ‘out of joint’ of 

these relations that cannot be resolved by appealing to a transcendent world as idea (Kant), the 

disclosure of a world as essentially true (Heidegger), or by attempting to fabricate a higher world as an 

organic whole (Eisenstein). What is ultimately distinctive about the new regime of images is that it 

produces unresolved or broken movement, false continuities, and non-localizable relations. We are 

presented with the pure force of time that puts truth in crisis, ‘a chronic non-chronological time which 

produces movements necessarily ‘abnormal’ and essentially ‘false.’35  Deleuze often discusses the 

consequences of the power of the false in terms of incompossible presents and the coexistance of 

not-necessarily true pasts. While this exhibition of multiple times that are not reducible to the empirical 

present sometimes has important consequences for the trajectory of narrative, more fundamentally it 

points to the opening up of other durations, which is signaled by expanded perception — or intuition 

— as we saw in the last chapter. Deleuze clearly states that

what is in the present is whatever the image ‘represents,’ but not the image itself. The image itself is 
a bunch of temporal relations from which the present unfolds, either as a common multiplier or a 
common denominator. Temporal relations are never seen in ordinary perception, but they can be 
seen in the image, provided the image is creative. The image renders visible, and creative, the 
temporal relations which can not be reduced to the present.... The time-image is entirely founded in 
the coexistance of  heterogeneous durations.36

False movement in action, whether as gesture or narration, is a consequence of the breakdown of  

habitual, continuous movement of the sensory-motor system. What is primary is the creation of a 

hallucinatory optical and sound situation in which the subject — character or spectator — becomes a 

seer and begins to co-create an entirely new Umwelt. 
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 Again, this seer is not a Romantic genius or mystic, since the world that opens as a result of the 

intuition of a time-image is not a true world, any way we choose to slice it. Given this crucial aspect of 

Deleuze’s film-philosophy, Malcolm Turvey’s charge of ‘revelationism’ — a tendency of certain 

filmmakers and theorists, including Vertov, Balázs, Epstein, and Kracauer, who supposedly claim that 

‘human vision fails to see the true  nature of reality’ and that cinema offers a corrective to this deficiency 

— ultimately does not hold.37 The seer opens a new Umwelt beyond the normal Kantian coordinates 

even as these new coordinates are not coextensive with some true, or noumenal, world.  The seer is the 

opposite of the ‘truthful man’ who wants ‘nothing other than to judge life,’ who ‘holds up a superior 

value, the good, in the name of which he will be able to judge.’38 In The Twilight of the Idols, Nietzsche 

famously claims that ‘We have abolished the true world: what world is left? The apparent world 

perhaps?... But no! with the true world we have also abolished the apparent world.’39 After the critique 

of transcendent metaphysics, there is no longer any stable frame of reference, no true perspective from 

which to judge our position in the world. But, Deleuze asks: ‘What remains? There remain bodies, 

which are forces, nothing but forces. But force no longer refers to a center, any more than it confronts 

a setting or obstacles. It only confronts other forces, it refers to other forces that it affects or affect it.... 

Nietzsche already substituted affect for judgment.’40

 The intuition of time-images opens up, or rather creates, an unrecognizable Umwelt — an 

environment rather than a world — of pure affects and percepts by plunging into new layers of 

duration. This hallucinatory shock disorients the seer who is initially unable to proceed smoothly into 

action but, because the normal circuits of the body-brain have been short-circuited, the seer is only 

able to exhibit broken gestures and broken movements. We will define cinematic poiesis  as consisting of 

two stages. First is the co-creation of a new frame, a pure optical and sonic situation. Beyond Bergson, 

in a direct time-image, the movement of circuits that course through the body-brain are fed by a power 

of the false that injects a crack or fissure within subjectivity, displacing the I and provoking an 

unharnessed and ‘untrue’ redistribution of sensibility. Second, and beyond Deleuze, rather than being 

simply and entirely sublimated to virtual or affective movement, these circuits well up and continue to 

course through the brain, albeit a brain redefined in a way that enfolds all the unhinged circuits of 

perception, affection, and action. There is no clean break of the sensory-motor circuit here, even if 

there is a momentary affective shock to thought. The passivity that would apparently result from such a 

break — along with its ethical, political, and creative consequences, including all the paralyzed 

mummies and zombies, of Cinema 2 — is replaced with the plasticity of this circuit, creating new albeit 
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broken connections, movements, and gestures. These broken gestures involve the creation of a new 

plane of  immanence that makes the resolution into a final and stable form impossible:

Everything is changed in the perspective of time as becoming. What we can criticize in the forgers, 
as well as in the truthful man, is their exaggerated taste for form: they have neither the sense nor the 
power of metamorphosis; they reveal an impoverishment of the vital force, of an already exhausted 
life.... Only the creative artist takes the power of the false to a degree that is realized, not in 
form,but in transformation. There is no longer either truth or appearance.41

 Deleuze claims that the seer ‘continually passes the frontier between the real and the fictional (the 

power of the false, the story-telling function [la fonction de fabulation].)’42 The interesting point about this 

statement is that here he is explicitly conflating the power of the false with Bergson’s concept of 

fabulation, which is unfortunately rendered here — as it is in the English version of his Two Sources of 

Morality and Religion — as ‘story-telling function.’ This translation is unfortunate because Bergson 

himself makes it clear that fabulation is not simply a type of imagination, but a ‘faculty’ in its own right, 

a ‘virtual instinct’43 that works in a way similar to attentive recognition, where memory fills in the gaps 

at the limit of perception, creating or reconstructing objects whose details are left unperceived. John 

Mullarkey further explains that, for Bergson, ‘perception is closely related to fabulation: they both 

fragment (by selection) our experience of “the real,” although to some degree they are also both 

redeemable or “defragmentable” ... through art.’44 But Deleuze performs a remarkable operation on 

Bergson’s thought such that the ‘fragmenting’ process of Bergsonian fabulation and the ‘defragmenting’ 

process of creating art are conjoined. He does this by suturing a Nietzschian reading of fabulation with 

the creative emotion involved in the intuition of duration, which already in Bergson share a similar 

structure but are in fact polar opposites in the sense that the former leads to closed societies while the 

latter leads to open societies.

 Bergsonian fabulation serves a key socio-biological function in the formation of what he calls 

‘closed societies,’ which ‘include at each moment a certain number of individuals and so to exclude 

others.’45  Social instinct serves to protect the community as a whole from outside forces, both 

psychologically, since it produces quasi-hallucinatory myths, religions, and moral codes that placate the 

existential dread of impending death, as well as physically, since these myths bring the group together 

as a cohesive unit that can more easily defend itself against malicious external threats. It is therefore 

precisely the function behind what Nietzsche calls the cumulative construction of ‘errors that have 

made mankind so profound, tender, inventive as to produce such a flower as the arts and religions.’46 

This comparison is justified further when Bergson describes fabulation as a ‘systematically false 

experience, as an ‘error’ that is ultimately ‘beneficial to the species.’47 On the individual level, fabulation 
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also works, together with perception, to anthropomorphize, name, and therefore attempt to render less 

frightening, certain traumatic natural processes that could be classified in terms of the Kantian sublime. 

It attempts to arrest and unify these threatening processes at a primitive level of cognition by 

individuating and intentionalizing them by naming them as Events.48 Bergson describes William James’s 

account of his experience of the 1906 San Francisco earthquake in precisely these terms. James 

‘personifies’ the disparate, impersonal forces of the earthquake by naming it and thus ‘transforms the 

situation, evoking a reassuring image.’ This ‘lends to the Event a unity and an individuality which make 

of it a mischievous, maybe a malignant, being, but still one of ourselves, with something sociable and 

human about it.’49  Bergson argues that this faculty lies at the heart of fiction as well as many other 

creative activities, including ‘the novel, the drama, mythology together with all that preceded it ... 

therefore, poetry and fantasy of all kinds.’50 But the crucial point to remember is that, in all these cases, 

Bergson believes that the origin of the fabulatory function lies in a direct, mostly unconscious, reaction 

to some felt trauma, a ‘sudden shock’ which produces an ‘incipient hallucination’ that ‘may indeed 

masquerade as perception and in that way prevent or modify action.’51  Furthermore, this alternation 

between a psychological and aesthetic understanding of fabulation allows us to complete the circuit 

between the creation and experience of such works of art. In this respect, John Mullarkey suggests that 

when ‘fiction moves us, the result resembles what caused the origin of fabulation in the first place: an 

“incipient hallucination.”’52 

 For Deleuze, the notion of fabulation is usually understood narrowly as one of the political tasks 

of the modern artist: to fabricate a ‘people to come’ that would be adequate to his or her vision. But in 

What is Philosophy? he expands upon this notion to include what he sees as the function of art: the 

construction of larger-than-life images that transform habitual representations. ‘Creative fabulation ... 

goes beyond the perceptual states and the affective transitions of the lived. The artist is a seer, a 

becomer.’53  That is, fabulation for Deleuze is precisely the creative rending of a set of percepts and 

affects from the chaosmos that would subsequently enable the invention of a people to come. He 

wants to ‘take up Bergson’s notion of fabulation and give it a political meaning,’ which means first of 

all stripping it of its connection with closed societies.54 What he finds useful in Bergson’s fabulation is 

its associations with shocking hallucinations that disrupt the flow of experience beyond the everyday 
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capacities of ‘judgment and reason.’55  But he wants to replace the ‘infra-intellectual emotion’ that 

insures fabulation does not pass into the realm of true creation, art, and open societies with the ‘supra-

intellectual emotion’ that is more or less adequate to the élan vital and therefore allows the creation of 

the new. For Bergson, an infra-intellectual emotion is the ‘consequence of an idea or a represented 

image,’ a habitual and socially-coded feeling elicited by an external representation. By contrast, a supra-

intellectual emotion ‘is not determined by a representation which it follows and from which it is 

distinct.’ Rather, it is ‘pregnant with representations, no one of which is actually formed, but which it 

draws or might draw from its substance by an organic development.’56 That is, ‘alongside the emotion 

which is the effect of a representation and which is added to it, there is he emotion which preceded 

representation, which contains it virtually and which to a certain point is its cause.’57 Every new supra-

intellectual emotion ‘is the source of the great creations of art, science, and civilization in general.’58 

Insofar as supra-intellectual emotion is connected to the élan vital — indeed, ‘it is this impetus itself, 

communicated in its entirety to exceptional men’59  — it is precisely the creative emotion or ‘cosmic 

memory’ Deleuze associates with intuition. While these two qualitatively distinct emotions both involve 

a shock to thought, the first is ‘a sudden shock [that] paralyses’ action and creates instead false 

hallucinations.60 The second involves a more fundamental ‘shock to the soul’ that triggers ‘the passing 

from the static to the dynamic, from the closed to the open.’61  It is a shock that is ultimately 

‘consummated in action.’62  But Deleuze wants it both ways: for him, the task of all art involves the 

fabulation of false or hallucinatory percepts and affects that demand, and help usher, a people to come 

insofar as they perpetuate actions and the creation of an open society. These actions cannot simply be 

the ‘superficial activities’ of habitual, everyday life but must be broken gestures  that are initially 

unrecognizable.63 

 In a play on the title of Bergson’s book, Deleuze says that ‘art, according to Bergson, has two 

sources. There is a fabulatory art, sometimes collective, sometimes individual and there is a ... creative art. 

Perhaps all art presents these two aspects, but in variable proportions. Bergson does not hide the fact 

that the fabulatory aspect seems to him to be inferior to art: the novel would above all be fabulation; 

music, on the contrary, creation.’64  One way to read this statement is as the denial of a hierarchical 

taxonomy of the arts but, more importantly, the combination of fabulation and creation within any art 
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means that Deleuze assigns to art two distinct tasks that together evoke a people to come: a radical 

aisthesis understood as the pre-gestural creation of new percepts and affects and a radical poiesis that 

leads to the creation of non-habitual or broken gestures. In this sense, art conceived as a fabulatory 

power of the false requires the help of both Bergson and Nietzsche, since the former offers a 

philosophically robust post-Kantian theory of intuition as expanded perception, while the latter offers 

clues on how to construct an idea of creation as the will to invent another, ‘divinely artificial’ art. Both 

of these movements are qualified as ‘false’ in that they demand real creation as distinguished from both 

habit and mimesis. Fabulation creates visions and gestures that falsify and critique received truths, 

breaking historical continuities and conventional narratives. As in Deleuze’s conception of phusis, the 

term ‘false’ emphasizes the process of differentiation rather than the simple repetition of the same. In the 

realm of cinematic creation, it implies a future politics as the redistribution of sensation, duration, and 

gesture. We would like to speculate here that this tripartite redistribution — although it applies to 

subjectivation in general through encounters with sentendia, memoranda, and cogitanda — happens more 

specifically for the cinematic artist in conjunction with her chosen technical apparatus in the co-

creation of  a new Umwelt, or environment.

Art as the fabulation of  Umwelt

As an empiricist, Deleuze argues that there is a clear directionality from sentendia to cogitanda in the 

encounter, but he also suggests that analyzing this movement into individual parts would be a pointless 

intellectual task since, for example, ‘the second moment is inseparable from the first.’65 Nonetheless, we 

claim that the moment of fabulatory intuition, or expanded perception, that we discussed at length in 

chapter two roughly corresponds to the ‘first’ moment of the encounter in the creation of a new frame, 

that is, the creation of new sensations in the form of percepts and affects. As we have seen, Deleuze 

defines the frame simply as an immobile carving-out of perception from the whole of duration; it is a 

closed set that defines the borders of a particular milieu. Expanded perception, with or without film, 

would simply be the establishment of new coordinates of this frame. It would be less straightforward 

to map the shot as plan(e) of immanence onto the moment of memorandum, but we can clearly locate the 

creation of this plane somewhere between pure aisthesis and pure poiesis. Furthermore, it utilizes all the 

resources of sensation and memory in order to initiate the first stirrings of real thought by eradicating 

old habits and cliches. The encounter is the bearer of a fundamental ‘problem’ we are forced to 

explicate. And if we allow it to move towards its transcendental limit, it forces the burgeoning of that 

which can only be thought. The being of thought, the cogitandum, is not an idea for Deleuze but rather, 

depending upon one’s particular proclivity, the broken concepts, functions, or gestures that are composed 
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in the attempted explication of the problem the encounter forces us to pose. That is, Deleuze believes 

that pure thought takes place not only in the ideas of reason, but in the creations of the philosopher, 

scientist, and artist. More generally, the being of thought is what Deleuze calls ‘essence:’ the final 

coming-to of a new Umwelt which envelops the thinking subject. We will discuss more fully the 

development of the cinematic shot and composition in the next two sections. For now, we should 

explicate more clearly the concept of Umwelt, of which the establishment of a new frame is the first 

instantiation.

 Although Deleuze’s philosophy of art is indebted to the work of biologist Jakob von Uexküll, he 

doesn’t make a habit of using the word Umwelt, the central term of Uexküll’s ethology. This is most 

likely a strategic move that is meant to distinguish his position from the term’s use in phenomenology. 

Heidegger was drawn to Uexküll because he found in his biological writings ideas that Heidegger 

believed might help him in thinking through the concept of Being-in-the-World. But he ultimately parts 

ways with Uexküll to the extent that the latter gives no privilege of place for human Dasein in his 

schema. Heidegger says:

The whole approach does become philosophically problematic if we proceed to talk about the 
human world in the same manner. It is true that amongst the biologists Uexküll is the one who has 
repeatedly pointed out with the greatest emphasis that what the animal stands in relation to is given 
for it in a different way than it is for the human being. Yet this is precisely the place where the 
decisive problem lies concealed and demands to be exposed.66 

Insofar as Heidegger’s phenomenology depends upon a radical separation between animal and human, 

he becomes frustrated and ultimately confused about how to proceed with Uexküll’s findings, a 

confusion that is expressed by shifting emphasis on the words Umwelt and Welt as well as in his use of 

phrases like ‘thoroughly enigmatic’ and ‘here we become involved in insoluble difficulties.’67  The late 

Merleau-Ponty’s metaphysics of nature is grounded upon an understanding of the world beyond the 

confines of human Dasein and more in terms of the fundamental ‘openness’ of Umwelt.68  And 

remarkably, his ‘theory of the flesh’ seems to be directly inspired by his reading of Uexküll’s Umwelt, 

‘(that is, the world + my body).’69 In any case, for Uexküll, Umwelt is the site that enfolds an animal with 

its environment. It outlines the spatio-temporal coordinates defined by the possible range of percepts, 

affects, and meaningful signs, given the animal’s neurological and biological makeup. It is the 

phenomenal world of the animal in contrast to the Umgebung, which would be the objective, or noumenal, 

world in its totality. Uexküll’s Umwelt should be understood as a ‘bubble’ that surrounds and contains 

the perceptual world of  an animal:
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We must imagine all the animals that animate Nature around, be they beetles, butterflies, gnats, or 
dragonflies who populate a meadow, as having a soap bubble around them, closed on all sides, 
which closes off their visual space and in which everything visible for the subject is also enclosed. 
Each bubble shelters other places, and in each are also found the directional planes of effective 
space, which give a solid scaffolding to space. The birds that flutter about, the squirrels hopping 
from branch branch, or the cows grazing in the meadow, all remain permanently enclosed in the 
bubble that encloses their space.70

But, insofar as the Umwelt must permanently enclose the animal, Deleuze will opt out, preferring 

instead his concept of territory which — together with the movements of deterritorialization and 

reterritorialization — implies that this bubble neither is fixed a priori in the transcendental or intentional 

subject, nor is it simply open. Rather, at least for more developed animals, it is necessarily co-created in 

each new encounter with the environment. In this way, Deleuze both avoids the clear Kantian pedigree 

of Umwelt — and therefore all the philosophical baggage such a pedigree entails — as well as bypasses 

the discussions concerning ‘world’ that are internal to the phenomenological tradition, from Being-in-

the-World to enfolded flesh. Nonetheless, if we keep in mind these understandable reservations, Umwelt 

is perhaps a useful term since it connects Deleuze’s early descriptions of cogitanda as essences — which 

‘are veritable monads, each defined by the viewpoint to which it expresses the world’71 — to his late 

musings on territorialization — which is simultaneously the birth of art and, following Nietzsche’s 

imperative in Thus Spoke Zarathustra, ‘the creation of  a new earth.’72

 In Proust and Signs, Deleuze describes the last stage of individuation — the coming-to of thinking 

and creating subjectivity — as the encounter with an ‘essence’ or cogitandum. This is the moment that an 

Umwelt finally opens itself  for a subject:

Each subject expresses an absolutely different world.... Essence is indeed the final quality at the 
heart of a subject, but this quality is deeper than the subject, of a different order.... It is not the 
subject that explains essence, rather it is essence that implicates, envelopes, wraps, itself up in the 
subject. Rather, in coiling around itself, it is essence that constitutes subjectivity. It is not individuals 
that constitute the world, but the worlds enveloped, the essences that constitute individuals.... 
Essence is not only individual, it individuates.73

We can forgive Deleuze for using the term ‘essence’ in this early text since, first of all, he takes it 

directly from Proust. Second of all, it is replaced four years later, in Difference and Repetition, with the 

term cogitandum. In What is Philosophy? it is unnamed as such but is still very much evoked as that which 

forces us ‘to find one’s bearings in thought’ and to subsequently express this thought with composed 

sensations, functions, or concepts.74  What is important is that, in each case, it provokes one to open 

onto an Umwelt, to (re)construct a ‘zone of indiscernibility’ in the face of chaos. Likewise, in A 
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Thousand Plateaus, the term ‘world’ in Proust and Signs is, as we have already mentioned, clarified through 

the work of  Uexküll but it becomes milieu or territory rather than Umwelt.

 Deleuze credits Uexküll as one of the main founders of ethology, which is normally understood 

to be the science of animal behavior. But in Deleuze’s Spinozist reading of Uexküll, behavior is made 

secondary to the study of  affects within and between bodies: 

You will define an animal, or a human being not by its form, its organs, and its functions, and not 
as a subject either; you will  define it by the affects of which it is capable.... Uexküll  will do this for 
the tick, an animal that sucks the blood of mammals. he will define this animal by three affects: the 
first has to do with light (climb to the top of a branch); the second is olfactive (let yourself fall onto 
the mammal that passes beneath the branch). and the third it thermal (seek the area without fur, the 
warmest spot).75

In this well-known example, the tick is defined as inhabiting a milieu demarcated by only three affects; 

everything that lies outside these affects is a matter of total indifference. The emphasis is neither on the 

extensive properties of the tick per se — for example, ‘its form, its organs, and its functions’ — nor of 

the environment, but on the affective relations between them at the level of the ‘body without organs,’ 

which is traversed by the sensory qualities of light, scent, and heat that themselves determine possible 

actions.76  It should be apparent that, in the sense being employed here, the word affect is simply 

shorthand for the range of percepts, affects, and actions that define the contours of an Umwelt. The 

object of study in ethology is displaced onto horizontal relations between bodies such that the tick-in-

the-environment is reduced to nothing more than a set of ‘waves and vibrations, migrations, thresholds 

and gradients, intensities.’77 Although a tick is effectively trapped within its bubble-world, animals with 

more complex neural development are able to form territories in that they break away from 

instinctually repetitive coding within a milieu.78  According to Bergson and Deleuze, this creative 

capacity is pushed to the limit in humans, since they are ‘capable of rediscovering all the levels, all the 

degrees of expansion and contraction ... that, elsewhere, can only be embodied in different species.’79 

For Uexküll, territory is a specialized milieu, ‘a problem of the environment because it represents an 

exclusively subjective product’ for relatively developed animals. ‘One might now ask, “Which animals 

have a territory, and which do not?” A housefly whose repeated back and forth flight marks a certain 

segment of space does not have, by that right, a territory. On the other hand, a spider who builds a nest 

in which it is permanently active has home which is also its territory.’80  The fundamental difference 

between milieu and territory is that, in the latter, the bubble that demarcates an Umwelt is porous and 
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able to be redefined in the sense that the range and extent of possible affective relations are mutable. 

Species that are able to form territories are, as Uexküll suggests, relatively active — creative — rather 

than mere creatures of instinct and habit, who treat affects as fixed codes that demand only one type of 

solution. 

 One striking example Deleuze uses is that of the brown Stagemaker, a bird who picks leaves off 

a particular tree and constructs a ‘display-court’ by placing them pale side up on the ground. In 

Deleuze’s terminology, the leaves are ‘deterritorialized’ from the milieu and become expressive. ‘Can 

this becoming, this emergence, be called Art?... The Stagemaker practices art brut. Artists are 

Stagemakers.’81 This undecidable question blurs the hard distinction between the capacities of animals 

and humans and, therefore, between nature and artifice. That is, the transition from milieu to territory 

introduces the possibility of seemingly ‘unnatural’ transcodings — which rewire the organic circuits of 

nature with all sorts of  extra-functional broken gestures and false movements — within nature itself:

Uexküll has elaborated an admirable theory of of transcodings. He sees the components as melodies 
in counterpoint, each of which serves as a motif for another: Nature as music. Whenever there is 
transcoding, we can be sure that there is not a simple addition, but the constitution of a new plane, 
as of a surplus value. A melodic or rhythmic plane, surplus value of passage or bridging.... Territory 
is not a milieu, not even an additional milieu, nor a rhythm or passage between milieus. The 
territory is in fact an act that affects milieus.82

It is quite possible that art begins in the animal kingdom, as the synaesthete composer Olivier Messiaen 

suggests when he says that certain birds are ‘the greatest musicians existing on our planet.’83 His own 

compositions of birdsong — which blur even further the nature/artifice divide — utilize ametric 

rhythms, which ‘scorn repetition, straightforwardness, and equal divisions. In short, it’s music inspired 

by the movements of nature, movements of free and unequal durations.’84 Remarkably, by durations 

Messiaen means not only segments of empirical time that constitute a broken rhythm, but also 

something close to Bergson or Deleuze’s conception of duration: ‘various time-scales superimposed on 

each other, which surround us. The endlessly long time of the stars, the very long time of the 

mountains, the middling one of the human being, the short one of insects, the very short one of atoms 

(not to mention the time-scales inherent in ourselves: the physiological, the psychological.’85 Such music 

therefore involves not the habitual or metric repetition of the same, but a different and differentiating 

type of rhythm — understood as ‘the unequal or the incommensurable that is always undergoing 

transcoding’ — that stakes out a territory whether in nature or in art.86
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As Messiaen says, music is not the privilege of human beings: the universe, the cosmos, is made of 
refrains; the question in music is that of a power of deterritorialization permeating nature, animals, 
the elements, and deserts as much as human beings. The question is more what is not musical in 
human beings and what already is musical in nature. Moreover, what Messiaen discovered in music 
is the same things the ethologists discovered in animals: human beings are hardly at an advantage.87

The transition from habitual repetition to the constructive and deterritorializing rhythm of the ‘refrain’ 

fosters a new type of action; an action that is no longer organic or holistic but rather one constituted by 

an open set of broken gestures adequate to a power of the false. With Agamben, we could say that it is 

poiesis as gerere — a discontinuous gestation without end — that is itself grounded upon a ‘polyphonic 

and contrapuntal conception of nature’ instead of a purely teleological one.88  Just as intuition as 

expanded perception becomes a creative fabulation that stretches the limits of our perceptual Umwelt, 

in the formation of a territory we have a conception of creation as false movement that deterritorializes 

the normal circuits of coded behavior. When we consider both Bergsonian fabulatory aisthesis together 

with Nietzschean poiesis as power of the false, we can begin to grasp what a cine-aesthetics might look 

like in its full glory. We will now consider in more detail how broken gestures emerge from this newly 

conceived Umwelt.
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3.3   Nomad art: Creating a new cinematic plan

In A Thousand Plateaus, Deleuze and Guattari offer a description of what they call ‘nomad art’ by 

detailing its three primary characteristics: close-range vision, haptic space, and abstract line. In an 

attempt to unpack the significance of this provocative term, will now sketch the provenance of the first 

two of these characteristics, both of which come from Deleuze and Guattari’s particular reading of 

Alois Riegl. Together, close-range vision and haptic space delineate the synaesthetic vision of the artist 

as well as the space s/he creates in the work. Walter Benjamin will be invoked as a sort of phantom link 

between Riegl and Deleuze, a link that will both provide the proper orientation towards the central 

aspect of the haptic — against a phenomenology of affect — as well as inject the necessary political 

significance into the discussion of  nomad art.

 Deleuze’s appropriation of the Viennese art historian Alois Riegl for the development of his 

own philosophy of art is well documented. My aim here is not so much to recount systematically the 

intricacies of this appropriation than it is to highlight the theoretical stakes of misreading any of 

Deleuze’s philosophical maneuvers. One of the most critical issues is the significance of the concept of 

the ‘haptic,’ since it is central to Riegl’s art theory and since it also ultimately lies at the core of all three 

aspects of nomad art. I will attempt a philosophical genealogy of this term from Riegl to Deleuze, 

mediated through the work of Walter Benjamin. I specifically use Benjamin in order to save Deleuze 

from trends that uncritically employ the term haptic to develop seductive phenomenologies of ‘multi-

sensory media’ or that — by freely connecting the term to psychological or psychoanalytic meanings of 

affect — reduce it to a function of embodied Being-in-the-world. My purpose is not to argue for a 

strong theoretical lineage from Benjamin to Deleuze, which would probably prove to be an impossible 

task, but rather to suggest that reading Deleuze’s Riegl through Benjamin is one way of avoiding a 

collapse into phenomenology. The Benjaminian reading of Riegl is also useful since it imparts a 

political dimension to the latter’s mostly apolitical analyses of art. In the end, I hope to show that the 

most important feature of a haptic Kunstwollen, or regime of art, for Benjamin and Deleuze is that it 

signals a non-Romantic and non-phenomenological aesthetics of shock, which takes its cue from the 

late-nineteenth century discourses concerning psychophysics and physiological psychology to which 

Riegl was directly responding.1  This shock, rather than inducing a form of political quietism, 

necessitates an ethico-political response at the level of the work, that is, within the smooth space it 

draws.
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 In The Origin of German Tragic Drama (1928), Benjamin adopts Riegl’s art historical methodology 

and applies it to literature, in particular 17th century Baroque Trauerspiel. Although Benjamin only 

occasionally cites him directly, Riegl’s concepts can be detected in essays connected to the themes of 

this book as early as 1916 and continued to play a central role throughout Benjamin’s career including 

his famous essay ‘The Work of Art in the Age of its Technological Reproducibility’ (1935-1939).2 In 

short, it is hard to overemphasize the influence of Riegl on the development of Benjamin’s thought. 

Despite his relative reticence of this fact, we do have one explicit and emphatic declaration of 

allegiance — in a short review article, published a year after his Trauerspiel book, concerning ‘four great 

works of German scholarship’ that have ‘remained alive’ — in which he describes Riegl’s Late Roman 

Art Industry as an

epoch-making work that applied with prophetic certainty the sensitivity and insights of 
expressionism (which occurred twenty years later) to the monuments of the late Imperial period, 
[which] broke with the theory of ‘periods of decline,’ and recognized in what had previously been 
called ‘regression into barbarism’ a new experience of space, a new Kunstwollen.... Indeed, in the last 
four decades no art-historical book has had such a substantive and methodologically fruitful effect.3

Benjamin acknowledges that what drew him to Riegl was the constellation of a few ideas which revolve 

around the concept of Kunstwollen, an idea which helps us relate art objects to the broader cultural and 

spiritual concerns of a historical period. The details of a work are expressions of this Kunstwollen, a 

‘realm of perception that,’ according to Benjamin, ‘changes over time and in accordance with shifts in 

cultural and intellectual direction.’4  Although Riegl himself sometimes confuses the matter by using 

language that might link Kunstwollen with the subjective will of an individual artist, he makes it clear that 

it is ultimately linked to the general cultural attitude of the period: ‘The character of this Wollen is 

always determined by what may be termed the conception of the world at a given time 

[Weltanschauung].’5  Modifying Rancière’s vocabulary, the Kunstwollen might be characterized as the 

normative ‘distribution of sensation’ of a particular episteme since, as Riegl explains, it ‘regulates the 

relation between man and objects as we perceive them with our senses; it is how we always give shape 

and color to things.’6

 An important consequence of Riegl’s Kunstwollen for Benjamin is that it completely relativized 

the concept of beauty and undermined any version of the claim to eternal values. That is, it provides 

an art theoretical way out of the classicist conception of value in judgments of art. In Riegl, Benjamin 

saw for the first time a serious scholarly consideration of an artistic period and its works — late Roman 
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antiquity as illustrated, for example, by the sketchiness of the Pompeii paintings — that was usually 

considered unworthy of study. Just as late Roman art was largely dismissed as decadent by the classicist 

aesthetes, so was German Baroque drama. Thus Riegl initiated a new art historical methodology that 

legitimated Benjamin’s own analyses whether in literature, art, or the new medium of cinema. He saw 

Riegl attempting to theorize, through the close analysis of art works, an objective organizing principle 

intrinsic to the style of the period and a value which made sense only in relation to its Kunstwollen. That 

is, Benjamin understood the revolutionary importance of Riegl’s art historical method to lie in the fact 

that it locates the value of a work within the mode of perception through which it was produced and 

consumed. Qualitative distinctions between low, high, and the applied arts could no longer be 

substantiated. Rather, the concept of Kunstwollen demanded an entirely different criteria of judgment: 

not the quasi-moral value implied by the concept of beauty, but rather a psychophysical value which is 

measured on a sliding scale between what Riegl called the optic and the haptic.

 In The Origin of German Tragic  Drama, Benjamin articulates this new  stance regarding the 

judgment of art with terminology familiar to Deleuzians: he argues for the necessity of bringing to the 

fore ‘the laborious efforts of minor writers.’7 It is quite possible that there is a direct inheritance of the 

idea of minor literature from Benjamin given the fact that Deleuze was familiar with this work and 

even acknowledges his debt to it for his own conception of the Baroque.8 To this it should be added 

that ‘Toward a Minor Literature’ is the subtitle to Deleuze’s book on Kafka, an author who in many 

ways Benjamin regards as the literary exemplar that most fully expresses ‘tradition falling ill’ in 

modernity: ‘To do justice to the figure of Kafka in its purity and its peculiar beauty, one must never 

loose sight of one thing: it is the figure of a failure.’9  In any case, in the Trauerspiel book Benjamin 

already goes as far as to suggest that a Kunstwollen only fully appears in works that exhibit ‘eccentric 

features’ that are ‘offensive or even barbaric to refined taste.’10  Likewise, decadent periods are 

‘historically responsible’ precisely to the extent that they tend to not produce works which display 

classical or organic beauty:

These are the periods of ‘decadence’ in the arts, the periods of artistic ‘will.’ Thus it was that Riegl 
devised this term [Kunstwollen] with specific reference to the art of the final period of the Roman 
empire. The form as such is within reach of  this will, a well-made individual work is not.11

Again, this sentiment is directly inspired from Riegl. In the introduction to his Late Roman Art Industry, 

he argues that choosing to focus upon the late Roman period was deliberate and productive for 
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objective analysis precisely because the values of taste intrinsic to its Kunstwollen were completely 

removed from those of his own. In fact, Riegl’s entire intellectual career was motivated by the desire to 

legitimize the study of  under-appreciated arts and crafts.

 Benjamin’s ‘Work of Art’ essay can also be read as an adaptation of Riegl, this time to the era of 

modern art, which is intimately tied to the birth of cinema. Indeed, one could almost argue that his 

account of the destruction of the aura in modern art is fully comprehensible only as a highly original 

appropriation of Riegl’s concepts of haptic and optic perception. The essay proceeds with analyses of 

photographic and cinematic media combined with assertions about a new regime of sensibility, without 

specifically arguing for a strong relation of cause and effect in either direction. However, Riegl’s 

influence on Benjamin makes the relation clear. Given the former’s framework, cinema would simply be 

an expression of the Kunstwollen of the era, or ‘mode of perception,’ which is itself inseparable from 

the broader Weltanschauung or ‘mode of existence.’12  Although both Riegl and late Roman art are 

specifically evoked in this crucial section of the essay, the reader has to connect the dots. Here, what 

ultimately interests Benjamin are the characteristics of this new mode of perception — as well as, in a 

move beyond Riegl, its social implications — rather than simply the birth of a medium. He even goes 

so far as to suggest later in the essay that this new  mode of perception was inaugurated prior to the 

invention of cinema by a new type of group experience of landscape paintings in the mid-nineteenth 

century. Therefore, rather than being a progenitor of the haptic regime, cinema is merely a more 

adequate expression of it: ‘The simultaneous viewing of paintings by a large audience, as happens in 

the nineteenth century, is an early symptom of ... a crisis triggered not exclusively by photography but, 

in a relatively independent way, by the artwork’s claim to the attention of the masses.’13 Furthermore, 

the spectator of cinema is assaulted by constant and abrupt changes that Benjamin also compares to 

the modern experience of being jostled in a crowd, thus confirming this connection between the 

modern reception of painting and cinema. In this regard, Benjamin relies upon Baudelaire’s essays on 

art, whose various descriptions of the ‘shock’ effect of movement through the urban landscape 

announce the ‘renunciation of the magic of distance’ associated with the loss of aura.14 The aura is 

defined by Benjamin as the quality of ‘authenticity’ that accumulates within the contemplative space 

between subject and object, ‘the unique apparition of a distance, however near it may be.’15  The 
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‘destruction of the aura’ is a ‘process of immeasurable importance for both thinking and perception’ 

since it indicates a disruption of the given distribution of sensibility as well as the birth of a new mode 

of perception that seeks to overcome distance with a desire ‘to “get closer” to things.’16 As we shall see, 

this language of nearness and distance is intimately connected to Riegl’s opposition between the haptic 

and optic. Thus, we should take Benjamin to mean that the birth of modern art, as measured by the 

destruction of the aura, is to be understood as a fundamental shift from an optic to a haptic 

distribution of the senses. The cinematic Kunstwollen marks a distinction between a bygone era of 

‘alluring visual composition[s]’ to one which turns ‘the artwork into a missile.’ Cinema jolts ‘the viewer, 

taking on a tactile quality’ and producing a ‘physical shock effect’ and thus evokes the ‘decadence’ and 

‘barbarism’ of Dada, which ‘attempted to produce with the means of painting or literature the effects 

which the public today seeks in film.’ Like the experience of moving through an urban crowd, the 

cinema is characterized by ‘successive changes of scene and focus which have a percussive effect on the 

spectator.’17  In Riegl, the categories of optic and haptic were only employed in tracing the historical 

development of the arts from ancient Egypt (primarily haptic), through to Greece (optic-haptic), and 

ending with late Imperial Rome (primarily optic). Although he wasn’t the first or last to break with this 

schema while retaining Riegl’s concepts — Deleuze also cites Wilhelm Worringer and Henri Maldiney 

in this regard — Benjamin’s labeling of the modern regime as fundamentally haptic implicitly rejects 

any neo-Hegelian reading of Riegl, like that of Hans Sedlmayr, who argues that the optical regime 

reached its teleological apex with Impressionism.

 The main points outlined so far can be applied to Deleuze’s philosophy of art as much as they 

can be attributed to Benjamin’s interpretation of Riegl. Indeed, they more or less sum up Deleuze’s 

position concerning the significance of the haptic. Along with the optic, the haptic indicates a 

displacement of the criteria for the judgment of art from one based on a quasi-moral theory of 

aesthetic value to one that uses the practical and tangible language of psychophysics. This allows for 

the rejection of value theory without falling into a postmodern abyss in which any qualification 

becomes impossible or irrelevant. It also is an advance over Rancière’s otherwise useful conception of 

different regimes of art — which relies too heavily upon the ambiguity of the term ‘sensible’ thus 

unnecessarily confusing the registers of Kunstwollen and Weltanschauung — and which seems to be, in 

fact, a direct appropriation from Deleuze’s Foucault.18  After Benjamin and Deleuze, the affective 
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character of a Kunstwollen or an individual work of art might be better qualified, without judgment, on a 

sliding scale from the glowingly contemplative to a violently disturbing jolt to the nervous system. The 

haptic for Deleuze indicates first and foremost an aesthetics of psychophysical shock along the lines we 

have been describing; it refers to the act of touching (Greek, haptikos) only insofar as art is able to 

deliver, through cinema, ‘a shock to thought, communicating vibrations to the cortex, touching the nervous and 

cerebral system directly.’19  But, like Benjamin, the haptic Kunstwollen is another name for this cinematic 

distribution of sensation — with or without film — since it involves, as Deleuze now argues in his 

book on Francis Bacon, a ‘violence of sensation ... inseparable from its direct action on the nervous 

system.’20  Finally, this shock forces the subject to move beyond the organization of the lived body 

which ‘is still a paltry thing in comparison with a more profound and almost unlivable Power’ towards 

what Deleuze calls the ‘body without organs.’21 Similarly Benjamin, quoting Baudelaire, writes that with 

‘the experience of shock,’ the human is effaced by ‘a reservoir of electric energy’ and reduced to a mere 

‘kaleidoscope.’22 Therefore, any ‘reterritorialization’ back into the realm of phenomenology under the 

guise of the term haptic completely betrays the enormous amount of philosophical work Deleuze has 

performed in order to get out of this discourse. It is true that Deleuze relies upon the 

phenomenological work of Henri Maldiney. But he does so strictly for two reasons, neither of which 

turns him into a phenomenologist. First, Maldiney extends and amends Riegl’s history to include the 

movement of the haptic and optic from Byzantine to Modern art. Second, Maldiney’s reading of 

neurologist Erwin Straus’s account of perception gives Deleuze the technical vocabulary he needs — 

for example the notions of systole, diastole, and rhythm — to bolster his own psychophysical 

conception of  the haptic. 

 At this point, we should take a short detour in order to get crystal clear about Deleuze’s relation 

to phenomenology. François Zourabichvili has stated that, despite all the obvious and fundamental 

differences, ‘in certain respects, Deleuze’s proximity to the final pages of Merleau-Ponty’s The Visible 

and the Invisible is disturbing.’23  However, once we move beyond such quick assertions in order to 

understand the philosophical coordinates of this proximity, it becomes less disturbing and more about 

the type of problems that were on continental philosophy’s table in the mid-1960s. In this regard, it is 

important to remember that Heidegger’s whole project of reopening the question of Being can be seen 

as an attempt to correct the subjectivistic failures of Husserl’s philosophy. Likewise the later Merleau-

Ponty, under the influence of Heidegger, transforms his thought from a phenomenology of perception 

to an ontology of the visible and the invisible. The metaphysics developed in Deleuze’s work — 
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especially in Difference and Repetition where the first philosopher mentioned is in fact Heidegger — 

‘finally puts an end to the subjectivizing tendency of ontology, a tendency that one can still find in both 

Heidegger’s ontology and Merleau-Ponty’s ontology.’24 Thus Deleuze — from a staunchly Bergsonian 

point of view — brings to completion this phenomenological tendency towards eliminating the 

intentional subject while still addressing Husserl’s basic problem: the return to things themselves. And 

he does this while remaining, from beginning to end, completely outside phenomenology. He was 

interested, like so many others of his generation including phenomenologists, in moving beyond the 

human condition, in decentering the subject of philosophy once and for all, and he was never afraid to 

appropriate arguments and concepts which were useful for this project. But it should be emphasized 

that it is quite well known that his unique type of appropriation — which he once called philosophical 

‘buggery’ — was his methodology when approaching any philosopher.25  No one would argue, for 

example, that his extended musings on Spinoza mark Deleuze as a pre-Kantian Rationalist. So, while he 

does sometimes appear to use technical terminology appropriated from the late Merleau-Ponty — 

Zourabichvili lists resonance and the fold, amongst others — the status of the being of both subject 

and object is entirely different. As he himself notes, ‘Deleuze is less concerned to fix an essence of the 

appearing of things, than with bringing out and differentiating the non-organic life that they involve.’26 

This is another way of saying, as Deleuze does in his final book with Guattari, that the key ontological 

concept of The Visible and the Invisible — the flesh — ‘is a only the thermometer of a becoming.’27 In 

order to delve deeper into the precise philosophical differences between the late Merleau-Ponty and 

Deleuze, it would be necessary to investigate very closely the logic by which The Visible and the Invisible 

attempts to de-subjectivize phenomenology, a logic that simultaneously involves a conscious move away 

from dialectical thought and towards a more Bergsonian-inspired thought. And, of course, these 

tendencies are at the heart of Deleuze’s own philosophy.28  Finally, Deleuze’s remark in The Logic  of 

Sensation that sensation ‘is Being-in-the-World, as the phenomenologists say’29 should be read only as a 

kind of provocation in the sense that his own conception of the ‘being of the sensible’ — which we 
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discussed in the last chapter — completely radicalizes and replaces Heidegger’s ‘Being-in-the-World,’ a 

phrase which here stands in for the entire phenomenological project of attempting to correct Husserl’s 

subjectivism. Keith Ansell Pearson sums up Deleuze’s position vis-à-vis phenomenology quite succinctly: 

‘all phenomenology is epiphenomenology, since it fails to penetrate the more profound individuations 

that are implicated in the creative evolution of  difference and repetition.’30 

 Returning now to our main discussion: After piggy-backing on Maldiney’s art historical account 

in order to move beyond Riegl, Deleuze ultimately jettisons it in favor of a more Benjaminian view, 

which holds that a certain trajectory within modern art is fundamentally haptic. Specifically, while 

Maldiney defines the late Cézanne’s use of color as representing the apex of purely optical art, Deleuze 

sees it as the beginning of a lineage that continues with the work of Francis Bacon and which should 

be properly described as haptic. Without getting into the details here, the seemingly paradoxical term 

‘haptic colorism’ points to another important aspect of Deleuze’s concept of the haptic. It involves ‘the 

formation of a third eye, a haptic eye, a haptic vision of the eye ... as if the duality of the tactile and the 

optical were surpassed visually in this haptic function born of the diagram.’31 Haptic vision is therefore 

synaesthetic in that there is a disjunctive ‘joining together of the two senses of touch and sight’32  in 

which the ‘eye itself has a haptic, non-optical function.’33  Furthermore, the haptic ‘may be as much 

visual or auditory as tactile.’34 The main issue here is not forcing a strict equivocation of haptic vision 

with clinical synaesthesia — which, incidentally, is specifically evoked by Benjamin in one of his 

descriptions of haptic shock — but rather the fact that Deleuze loathed any art which involves a 

hierarchy of the senses.35 Specifically, he is attracted to art that escapes the haptic-optic Kunstwollen with 
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which Riegl defines the ancient Greek aesthetic, and which Deleuze argues continued, for the most 

part, in Western representational art from the Renaissance until the 19th century. This type of art — 

which he characterizes as expressing figuratively the ‘organic activity of man’36  — does not depend 

upon an egalitarian distribution of the senses, but is primarily optic utilizing tactile elements only 

subordinately in order to produce the illusion of three-dimensional space. While the space of both 

Byzantine art and Maldiney’s Cézanne is a step beyond representational figuration, it still prioritizes the 

optical. It is only with Deleuze’s characterization of Cézanne and Bacon as ‘haptic colorists’ and his 

appropriation of Wilhelm Worringer’s ‘Gothic line’ — which exhibits ‘an impure, and to a certain 

extent uncanny, amalgamation’37  of abstraction and empathy, terms Worringer uses as rough 

psychological equivalents to Riegl’s haptic and optic — that we move away from a distribution of 

sensation which subordinates one sense to another.

 Another characteristic of the haptic-optic regime of art — where the hand and eye work 

together under the controlling gaze of the latter — is that it produces ‘striated space,’ which Deleuze 

defines as a ‘mode of distribution’ that restricts free movement through the use of ‘walls, enclosures, 

and roads between enclosures.’38 It denotes the type of compulsive parceling-out of the ideal city Plato 

describes at the end of Book V of his Laws. That is, ‘haptic’ and ‘optic’ qualify not only a particular 

distribution of the senses, but also the type of distribution of space they draw out. Specifically, the type 

of distribution of space in a work is determined by the relative nearness or farness required for both 

producing and viewing it. Deleuze describes the haptic distribution of space as ‘smooth’ and relates it 

to the ‘close vision’ involved in haptic viewing. As Deleuze notes, it was again Riegl who ‘gave 

fundamental aesthetic status to the couple close vision/haptic space’ in his descriptions of ancient Egyptian 

bas-relief  sculpture.39 Riegl convincingly argues that the surfaces of  these reliefs are characterized by a

tactile plane suggested by the sense of touch ... this is the plane which the eye perceives when it 
comes so close to the surface of an object, that all  the silhouettes and, in particular all shadows 
which otherwise could disclose an alteration of depth, disappear. The perception of objects, which 
characterizes this first level of the ancient Kunstwollen, is thus tactile and in as much as it has to be 
optical to a certain degree, it is nahsichtig; ancient Egyptian art expresses it in almost its purest 
form.40

However, Riegl’s categories of Nahsicht (close vision) and Fernsicht (distant vision), which are 

fundamental qualities of the haptic and optic regimes of art respectively, are modeled upon the 

concepts of Nahbild (close image) and Fernbild (distant image) put forth by the German sculptor Adolf 

Hildebrand almost ten years before the publication of Late Roman Art Industry. This point is not only 

interesting because it  rectifies the proper genealogy of these terms; it is also important because Deleuze 

ultimately amends Riegl’s conception of close vision and the space it creates, preferring one that is in a 

certain way reminiscent of Hildebrand. The latter suggests that in looking at a distant background, a 
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spectator does not need to move the gaze; the eyes remain still and the image appears flat, almost two-

dimensional. However, in order to see a nearby object and bring it into focus, the eyes have to 

continually shift from one viewpoint and depth-of-field to another, in effect scanning the object in a 

way that is akin to examining it through touch. He argues that these ‘two different means of 

perceiving ... not only have separate existence in our faculties for sight and touch, but are united in the 

eye.’ What is important for Deleuze’s conception, although he doesn’t cite Hildebrand, is that the 

continuous scanning of the eyes in close vision is qualified by Hildebrand not merely as the ‘mixing’ of 

the visual and the tactile but also as ‘kinaesthetic,’41 that is, as the sense of movement of and between 

them. Rather than traditionally synaesthetic, which presupposes a rigid partitioning of individual sense 

modalities, haptic vision in Deleuze should be understood as a nomadic kinaesthesia in both the 

physiological sense — the self-perception of movement, which is closely related to affect, within an 

inhuman, or non-phenomenological, body — as well as the etymological sense — kinein (moving), 

aisthesis (sensation) — of the term: ‘This rhythmic unity of the senses can be discovered only by going 

beyond the organism,’ where ‘sensation is vibration’ and ‘the state of the body “before” organic 

representation’ is defined by ‘axes and vectors, gradients, zones, kinematic movements.’42

 Likewise, the smooth space drawn out on a canvas subsequent to such a haptic vision should 

also be understood as nomadic. Deleuze’s main critique of Riegl’s account of the close vision/haptic 

space couple is precisely that it eliminates this nomadic quality. This is because Riegl approaches it only 

‘under the imperial conditions of Egyptian art ... conditions under which it already serves to striate 

space.’ These conditions include ‘the presence of a horizon-background; the reduction of space to the 

plane ... ; the rectilinear outline enclosing individuality and withdrawing it from change. Like the 

pyramid form, every side a surface, against the background of the immobile desert.’43  Deleuze 

emphatically argues that the distribution of space produced by haptic vision cannot be reduced only to 

that which is suggested in Egyptian art, although he does agree that the strange contortion and 

distortion of heads, eyes, torsos, and limbs in these works is a good first approximation. However, they 

still exhibit a geometric delimitation of background, plane, and contour, which cannot occur in a purely 

smooth space. Riegl’s relatively sober depictions of Egyptian bas-relief figures become wild and almost 

carnivalesque in Deleuze’s rendering: ‘twisted animals have no land beneath them; the ground 

constantly changes direction, as in aerial acrobatics; the paws point in the opposite direction from the 

head, the hind part of the body is turned upside down.’44  But, even more than this, the best 

descriptions of haptic space according to Deleuze are taken from examples of visions of the desert, 

ice, and sea in which the eye nomadically scans the field of vision unable to find rest since ‘orientations, 

landmarks, and linkages are in continuous variation:’
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no line separates earth from sky, which are of the same substance; there is neither horizon nor 
background nor perspective nor limit nor outline or form nor center; there is no intermediary 
distance, or all distance is intermediary.’45

With the depiction of such a smooth space on the canvas, we simultaneously enter the nomadic 

expanse of the desert pictorially as well as the brain of the artist who has suffered a haptic shock to 

thought and is able to render this disorienting close vision: ‘This is what Bacon calls a ... diagram: it is 

as if a Sahara, or a zone of the Sahara, were suddenly inserted into the head.’46  This smooth, 

‘diagrammatic’ space is neither homogeneous nor heterogeneous but amorphous, following a 

Riemannian rather than Euclidian topology, and bears a similarity to certain works of art informel and 

op art. It is a space ‘occupied by intensities, wind, noise, forces, and sonorous and tactile qualities ... far 

more than by formed and perceived things.’47  Rather than simply disclosing a latent Orientalism in 

Deleuze, the purpose of his evocation of visions of the desert is specific and strategic. Furthermore, 

the repetition of this theme across several of his works marks its crucial importance for a proper 

understanding of his aesthetics.48  Its function is to dispel any remnants of striated space in Riegl’s 

descriptions of Egyptian bas-relief. Smooth space is more analogous to the nomadic space of shifting 

desert sands than it is to the structure and decoration of pyramid walls, whose monolithic geometry 

punctuates and organizes space in a way that indicates a move away from the purely haptic.

 Deleuze’s nomadology should be taken neither too literally, as a Romantic reference to ‘real’ 

nomads, nor simply as a suggestive metaphor. Rather, he develops a functional, and highly technical, 

definition of the nomos, which draws on the work of linguist Emmanuel Laroche and anthropologist 

Jean-Pierre Vernant.49  Before it was understood in the normative sense of custom or law, as in 

Democritus and Plato, the nomos  referred to the unpartitioned and common land outside the 

boundaries of the polis, which was itself divided according to a geometric logos. This meaning of the 

nomos was later taken up in Zeno’s Republic, securing for the Stoic the title of ‘the best exponent of 

anarchist philosophy in ancient Greece’ by Peter Kropotkin.50 Deleuze uses the term both in this early 

etymological sense as well as in the sense of its root, nemô, which means to distribute. That is, his 

nomadology should be understood as employing these two aspects of the nomos simultaneously, against 

the Platonic law, such that smooth or haptic space implies an unpartitioned distribution. It is a nomadic 

nomos,
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45 Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, p. 493-494
46 Deleuze, Francis Bacon, p. 82
47 Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, p. 479
48 For example, he cites not only Francis Bacon’s ‘Sahara’ in The Logic of Sensation, but also the various visions of the desert 
depicted in Wilfred Thesiger’s Arabian Sands (A Thousand Plateaus, pp. 557, 572), Thomas de Quincey’s ‘Revolt of the 
Tartars’ (The Fold, p. 94), and T.E Lawrence’s Seven  Pillars of Wisdom (Essays Critical and Clinical, pp. 115-125). Deleuze shows 
that visions of ice or sea landscapes can replace these desert visions, proving that he doesn’t rely merely on the Oriental 
implications of desert nomads. See his use of Edmund Carpenter’s Eskimo  (A Thousand Plateaus, pp. 557, 572, 574) and Paul 
Virilio’s L’Insécurité du territoire (A Thousand Plateaus, p. 480, 572), respectively.
49 For the following etymology of nomos, I am indebted to John Sellars, ‘Deleuze and Cosmopolitanism’ in Radical Philosophy 
142 (March/April 2007), pp. 30-37.
50  Peter Kropotkin, The Conquest  of Bread and Other Writings, ed. Marshall Shatz (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1995), p. 236



a distribution which must be called nomadic, a nomad nomos, without property, enclose, or measure. 
Here, there is no longer a division of that which is distributed but rather a division among those 
who distribute themselves in an open space — a space which is unlimited, or at least without precise 
limits.51

A nomadic distribution is one in which, for example, nomads traverse the smooth, unregulated expanse 

of the desert — beyond the confines of the Egyptian state — without themselves dividing it. For 

Deleuze, this functional definition can apply to ‘real’ nomads — ‘Egypt had its Hyksos, Asia Minor its 

Hittites, China its Turco-Mongols ... the Hebrews had their Habiru, the Germans, Celts, and Romans 

their Goths, the Arabs their Bedouins’52 — as much as it can to other, more recent, constructions like 

Baudelaire’s flâneur or Debord’s psychogeographer. The nomos for him is simply a type of distribution 

and movement, which functions outside of any principle that organizes and defines the borders, both 

internal and external, of a territory. It is therefore anarchically indifferent to the logos that partitions 

Plato’s ideal city where

twelve parts should radiate, dividing the city itself as well as the whole territory. The twelve parts 
should be equal, in the sense that the ones where the earth is good should be smaller and the ones 
where it is worse larger. There should be a division into five thousand forty allotments, but each of 
these should be divided in two, and the two parts put together to constitute an allotment, one part 
nearer and one part farther away.... The men should also be distributed into twelve parts, in such a 
manner as to make the twelve parts as equal as possible with respect to the rest of  their property.53

Deleuze’s nomos has both intensive and extensive senses corresponding to close vision and haptic space, 

respectively. Just as close vision should be understood as a nomadic distribution of sensation in that it 

kinaesthetically involves different sense modalities, haptic space should be understood as the nomadic 

re-distribution of the space of a work, which is a direct result of this disorienting, indeed shocking, 

vision. Beyond Riegl, haptic space is the smooth, diagrammatic space created on a canvas that suggests 

the mind-twisting logic of a Riemannian manifold. It is populated by what Deleuze calls ‘events,’ 

intensities or forces in flux rather than fully formed entities, that erase all the figurative clichés inherited 

from the nomos — now understood in the Platonic sense of habit or law — of the history of art. In 

short, the diagram is simply the name Deleuze gives to the smooth space of art in his book on Bacon, 

where it is more fully articulated under this new terminology.54  It is the principle of generative 

deformation that marks the interval between vision and creation in a work and, as such, it lies at the 

very heart of what Deleuze calls nomad art. The diagram is the preparatory phase that primes the 

canvas, replacing the normative nomos of figurative givens with a nomadic one. As we have seen, in the 

realm of art, the smooth space of the diagram is synonymous with what Deleuze calls the plane of 

immanence [plan d’immanence]: the determination of a mobile ‘section of chaos,’ a ‘selection of 

movement’ that precedes the act of creation proper.55 With or without film, but always co-determined 
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51 Gilles Deleuze, Difference and Repetition, trans. Paul Patton (New  York: Columbia University Press, 1994), p. 36. Cf. Deleuze 
and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, p. 480-481.
52 Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, p. 495
53 Plato, The Laws of  Plato, trans. Thomas Pangle (Chicago: University of  Chicago Press, 1988), p. 133
54 Interestingly, Deleuze notes that at the top of Bacon’s list of figurative clichés to be destroyed are all the ‘photographs ... 
newspaper ... cinema images ... and television images’ that constitute the space of  mass media. Deleuze, Francis Bacon, p. 71
55 Deleuze and Guattari, What is Philosophy? pp. 42, 39



by whatever medium the artist chooses to employ, the diagram replaces the concept of a shot [plan], 

which is ‘the mobile section of a duration,’ ‘the determination of the movement that is established in 

the closed system.’56

 This conception of nomos is political precisely in the sense in which Rancière’s and Benjamin’s 

politics of aesthetics converge: a politics that traces the coordinates and consequences of changes to 

the ‘organization of perception’ at a particular historical moment, ‘using art to draw such 

conclusions.’57 Although neither go as far as Deleuze in championing a nomadic distribution, Benjamin 

comes close in his admiration of the anarchic spirit of Dada, which he singles out as expressing, in a 

highly charged manner, the haptic shock of the cinematic, or modern, regime of art. In effect, smooth 

space challenges Riegl’s ‘will to art,’ a notion that Deleuze must ultimately put into question in favor of 

nomadic nomos, which re-distributes the sensory coordinates of a given Kunstwollen with every new 

successful work. This problem reaches its peak in the cinematic regime since — and here Deleuze both 

cites Benjamin’s ‘Work of Art’ essay as well as appropriates its language and political argument — the 

shock to thought in modernity coincides with a fascist ‘automization of the masses’ in which the 

politics of aesthetics is reduced to a situation where ‘politics becomes “art.”’58 In this regime of shock 

to the brain, Deleuze continues with an implicit reference to Riegl, artists are continuously ‘circling the 

question: cerebral creation or deficiency of the cerebellum?’ because ‘all will to art’ now risks being 

reduced to ‘a business, a pornography, a Hitlerism.’59 Deleuze’s ethico-political answer to this problem 

is that the shock of a close vision — rather than initiate the collapse into a catatonic, quietist, or even 

‘theophanic’60 state — must involve a movement beyond this debilitating moment, a creative movement 

of nomadic expression adequate to its ‘profound and almost unlivable Power.’61 This is not a normative 

imperative, but simply a functional definition of what counts as nomad art. This reading explains the 

placement of the pages concerning nomad art at the conclusion not only to ‘The Smooth and the 

Striated’ but to A Thousand Plateaus as a whole, arguably Deleuze’s most political book. But whereas 

Benjamin proposes countering the mind-numbing anaesthetization of fascist politics with a communist 

politics of aesthetics — in which revolution is defined by a productive ‘innervation of the collective’62 

— for Deleuze, a slightly different sort of revolution already begins with the production of haptic 

space in nomad art.

 The first glimpse of the type of revolution that might be involved here appears at the 

conclusion of Deleuze’s Difference and Repetition, where he states that philosophy is like painting since ‘it 
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56 Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 1: The Movement-Image, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Barbara Habberjam (Minneapolis: University of 
Minnesota Press, 1986), pp. 22, 18
57 Benjamin, ‘The Work of  Art,’ p. 104
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aestheticizing of politics, as practiced by fascism’ must be countered by a communist ‘politicizing of art.’ Benjamin, ‘The 
Work of  Art,’ p. 122
59 Deleuze, Cinema 2, p. 266. My emphasis.
60 Peter Hallward, Out of  this World: Deleuze and the Philosophy of  Creation (London: Verso, 2006), p. 4
61 Deleuze, Francis Bacon, p. 39
62 Benjamin, ‘The Work of  Art,’ p. 124 n. 10



needs that revolution which took art from representation to abstraction. This is the aim of a theory of 

thought without image.... Crowned anarchies are substituted for the hierarchies of representation; 

nomadic distributions for the sedentary distributions of representation.’63  The expression ‘crowned 

anarchy’ comes from the title of Artaud’s novelized biography of the Roman Emperor Heliogabalus, so 

it seems that the anarchy being advocated is first and foremost an anarchy of thought: a thought 

unhinged from the supposed Truth of the model of recognition that has been perpetuated as 

philosophy’s Urdoxa from Plato’s Theaetetus to Descartes’ Meditations to Kant’s first Critique. How far this 

crowned anarchy may be extended to inform a proper political philosophy is left rather vague in 

Deleuze’s writings, although he does make it clear that it is no longer possible to believe in the kind of 

utopian communist revolution Benjamin advocated: 

Instead of gambling on the eternal impossibility of the revolution and on the fascist return of a 
war-machine in general, why not think that a new type of revolution is in the course of becoming possible, 
and that all kinds of mutating, living machines conduct wars, are combined and trace out a plane of 
consistence which undermines the plane of organization of the World and the States?’ He is 
therefore not so much interested in the question of how individual people may or may not become 
revolutionaries in the future as much as ‘the question of the revolutionary-becoming of people, at 
every level, in every place.64 

In a note to the section on ‘Nomadology’ in A Thousand Plateaus, two types of revolution are 

contrasted: a ‘Western’ one that is concerned with the transformation of the State versus an ‘Eastern’ 

one associated with its destruction. It is then insinuated that these may in fact be ‘successive phases of 

revolution’ that ‘reflect the opposition between between the socialist and anarchist currents of the 

nineteenth century.’ From this perspective, ‘transformation’ in the former is understood to take place 

through the rise of labor power while ‘destruction’ in the latter occurs through the nomadization of 

power itself. But this dichotomy between East and West, anarchism and socialism quickly collapses — 

in what appears to be an unresolved point of political difference between Deleuze and Guattari — 

when they write that ‘not only did many anarchists invoke nomadic themes originating in the East, but 

the bourgeoisie above all were quick to equate proletarians and nomads, comparing Paris to a city 

haunted by nomads.’65  This is why the invocation of Peter Kropotkin, the anti-Hegelian, anti-

Darwinian, ‘anarchist’ zoologist and geographer of the Siberian steppe — who in fact always referred 
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to himself as a communist — seems quite fitting.66 But ultimately, the precise political consequences of 

Deleuze’s nomos remain a topic of groping speculation. More pressing for him are the consequences for 

the pre-philosophical image of thought, whose coordinates are redistributed by the operations of a 

nomadic philosophy that is at once critical and creative. ‘The conditions of a true critique and a true 

creation are the same: the destruction of an image of thought which presupposes itself and the genesis 

of the act of thinking in thought itself.’67 For Deleuze this anarchic ‘thought without image,’ as the 

name suggests, takes as its model the production of nomad art, with its two sides of close vision and 

haptic space. This is evident in the chapter entitled ‘The Image of Thought’ in his early book on 

Proust, where Deleuze states that ‘philosophy, with all its method and its goodwill, is nothing compared 

to the secret pressures of the work of art.’68 In these last lines of the first edition of this small book, 

Deleuze already lays down the foundations for his analysis of the image of thought — including the 

role of an encounter, beyond mere recognition, that forces us to think — in Difference and Repetition. But 

it is only until Deleuze’s own encounter with Francis Bacon, nearly two decades later, that this thought 

without image receives a positive articulation, again from the world of  art.69
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66 The political philosopher Saul Newman has attempted to connect Deleuze’s thought to the ‘individualist anarchism’ of 
Max Stirner. See Saul Newman ‘The War-Machine: Deleuze and Guattari’ in From Bakunin to Lacan: Anti-Authoritarianism and 
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3.4   Cinematic lines from Worringer to Michaux: The composition of  figures

The diagrammatic and nomadic plane of immanence is the ground of any creative act, properly 

speaking, whether we consider the philosophical creation of concepts, the scientific creation of 

functions, or the artistic creation of figures. We could also speculate — beyond Deleuze and in 

response to Badiou’s charge that the plane of immanence does not allow for the emergence of a 

politics — that it also grounds a certain anarchic conception of the political.1 As we have already seen, 

Deleuze thinks that the establishment of such a ground, understood as a re-distribution of sensation, is 

itself already a political act. We could go further and suggest, considering the potent metaphysical 

vision to which it is linked, that the plane of immanence may also serve as a ground — in the sense of 

providing a non-dialectical political ontology — for a future post-autonomist politics. Nonetheless, this 

is not our present concern. Rather, we will focus here on what Deleuze means by the artistic 

composition figures, or ‘blocs of sensation,’ since the logic of such composition most clearly and 

directly illustrates the type of  creative act that necessarily emerges from any plane of  immanence.2 

 In order to get the fullest sense of the logic of the figure, we must trace its provenance back to 

the concept of ‘abstract line’ which, as we stated at the outset of the last section, is the third and final 

characteristic of what Deleuze and Guattari call nomad art. They derive this concept from the German 

art historian Wilhelm Worringer, who developed a theoretical schema for the analysis of non-

representational art, whether Egyptian, Oriental, Gothic, or the type of abstraction that was beginning 

to emerge in Europe in the early 20th century. Worringer’s art theory builds upon Riegl in interesting 

ways that have often been dismissed by art historians as merely popularizing, in a ‘vulgarized and 

sensationalized’ way, Riegl’s work.3  But Worringer’s historical schema — which is driven by the non-

linear alternation and repetition of the sentiments of abstraction and empathy — challenges the more 

or less Hegelian historiography posited by Riegl, a move that Benjamin builds upon and more 

adequately articulates in his conception of cultural history, and which Deleuze follows in his own non-
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progressive history of haptic and optic regimes of art. Furthermore, Worringer’s invocation of Georg 

Simmel at the start of his two major works, Abstraction and Empathy and Form in Gothic, implicitly injects 

a socio-political element to his analyses that is lacking in Riegl, but essential for both Benjamin’s and 

Deleuze’s philosophies of art.4  In addition to broadening the scope of Riegl’s art theory to include 

innovative historical and political concerns, Worringer expands upon Riegl’s technical discussion 

concerning the haptic and optic regimes, replacing them with the terms abstraction and empathy, and 

investing them simultaneously with new  affective and formal significance. The concept of the abstract 

— or ‘Gothic’ — line marks the apex of Worringer’s innovation since it combines the formal and 

affective elements of his two regimes of art. However, Deleuze’s use of this term in A Thousand Plateaus 

is ambiguous and does not adequately distinguish the formal and affective registers, as indicated by his 

use of the terms ‘abstract’ and ‘inorganic’ almost interchangeably. This ambiguity may be resolved if we 

allow these two registers of the abstract line to simply collapse into and then further articulate smooth 

space and haptic vision, which is indeed a perfectly viable reading given Deleuze’s relative lack of clarity 

on these points. But we will suggest instead that abstract line becomes, in the Bacon book, the ‘figure’ 

which emerges from the catastrophe of  the diagram.

 Deleuze writes that ‘the abstract line is the affect of smooth spaces, not a feeling of anxiety that 

calls forth striation.’5 The first part of this statement — that the formal element of the line is an affect 

— already conveys a sense of the ambiguity at the heart of Deleuze’s notion of abstract line. The 

second part is a direct reaction to Worringer, whose book Abstraction and Empathy uses these two terms 

to replace Riegl’s sensorial schema of the haptic and the optic with concepts that are more affectively 

charged. ‘Abstraction’ — which is most fully exhibited in the geometric lines and bas-relief surfaces of 

Egyptian art, but finds a modern expression in the early works of Mondrian and Malevich — is the 

artistic response to a primal psychic anguish according to Worringer. It is motivated by an intense 

‘spiritual agoraphobia’6  of open space, which avoids the representation of distance and perspectival 

depth through the use of stable, tactile forms that arrest the flux of a threatening and 

incomprehensible world. Unlike abstraction, ‘empathy’ had been a well-developed idea in the context of 

German art theory since the late-19th century, which Worringer appropriates and applies to the art of 

classical Greece. He argues that the Greeks quelled their anxiety of open space through the use of 

reason and were thus able to identify with the organic and changing forms of nature. These two 
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emotional responses associated with abstraction and empathy are mixed in Gothic art, which according 

to Worringer is an expression of  ‘sublime hysteria:’

This is not a case of the harmonious interpenetration of two opposite tendencies, but of an 
impure, and to a certain extent uncanny, amalgamation of them, a requisition of our capacity for 
empathy (which is bound up with organic rhythm) for an abstract world which is alien to it. Our 
organically tempered sense of vitality recoils before this senseless rage of expression as from a 
debauch. When, however, finally yielding to compulsion, its energies flood these lifeless lines, it 
feels itself carried away in a strange and wonderful manner and raised to an ecstasy of movement, 
far outstripping any possibilities of  organic movement.7

While the concepts of abstraction and empathy give affective value to Riegl’s haptic and optic, for 

Deleuze they are merely psychological affects associated with human emotion. However, in the ‘sublime 

hysteria’ Worringer uses to describe the sensibility of Gothic art — and which was subsequently 

applied to the existential angst associated with modernity by the German Expressionists — Deleuze 

finds a movement beyond the human. This is because Worringer qualifies this affective sublime as 

‘inorganic,’ as a ‘vitality which appears ... to have an expression of its own, which is stronger than our life.’8 

This inorganic affect traverses the haptic space that envelopes the artist, canvas, and surrounding 

environment alike. And indeed, Deleuze introduces Worringer in Logic of Sensation with the chapter 

entitled ‘Hysteria,’ which outlines the specifically nonhuman character of this affect: ‘This is not a 

hysteria of the painter, but a hysteria of painting. With painting, hysteria becomes art. Or rather, with 

the painter, hysteria becomes painting.’9  That is, one way to understand this affective aspect of the 

abstract line is as further expressing the cine-aesthetic qualities of haptic vision beyond 

phenomenological notions of  the subject:

This rhythmic unity of the senses can be discovered only by going beyond the organism. The 
phenomenological hypothesis is perhaps sufficient because it merely invokes a lived body. But the 
lived body is still a paltry thing in comparison with a more profound and almost unlivable Power 
[which is defined by] axes and vectors, gradients, zones, kinematic movements, and dynamic 
tendencies, in relation to which forms are contingent.10

With this nonhuman notion of affect, Deleuze avoids the embodied subject of phenomenology.11 And 

by connecting it to the inorganic — a trope that he inherits not only from Worringer, but also, through 

Bergson, from the early Naturphilosophien of Schelling, Hegel, and Hölderlin — he completely sidesteps 

the phenomenological debate concerning the metaphysics of presence: ‘The concept of presence, even 

if I use the word, does not interest me much. It’s too pious. It is “life” which seems essential ... a 

conception of life as a non-organic power.’12 The inorganic ultimately points to the perpetual and false 

movements of differentiation in Deleuze’s ontology that completely disallow the empirical notion of 
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present time as well as any form of stable proximity. In a way, it might be understood as Deleuze’s 

version of the critique of the ‘metaphysics of presence.’ Furthermore, it is only with this inorganic 

notion of hysteria that Deleuze’s flirtations with the Romantic ideas of the genius or seer — in his 

books on Kant and the time-image, respectively — can be adequately understood. As indicated by 

Deleuze’s transformation of Worringer’s ‘sublime hysteria’ into a more inhuman ‘hysteria,’ the seer of 

haptic vision is not a sublime hero, but one who has been completely effaced by a shock to thought 

that pushes her beyond the threshold of  the human.

 The term inorganic was initially employed as a formal concept by Riegl. In Historical Grammar of 

the Visual Arts, he develops a formal schema — utilizing a dualism between the ‘organic’ and the 

‘inorganic’ or ‘crystalline’ — that roughly maps onto the historical development from the haptic to the 

optic he develops in his analyses of Egyptian, Greek, and late Roman art.13  Worringer retains the 

formal status of organic and inorganic elements in Abstraction and Empathy, where he begins his analysis 

by describing his relation to Riegl: ‘Just as the urge to empathy as a pre-assumption of aesthetic 

experience finds its gratification in the beauty of the organic, so the urge to abstraction finds its beauty 

in the life-denying inorganic, in the crystalline.’14  In Worringer’s Form in Gothic, the function of the 

inorganic becomes ambiguous, qualifying both the formal aspect of Gothic ornament as well as the 

sublime hysteria that produces it. Here, he goes beyond Riegl’s dialectic of organic and inorganic — the 

boundary between which is defined by ‘life, as manifested in movement’15 — since he posits a sublime 

affect associated with inorganic vitality. This ambiguity remains in A Thousand Plateaus and is only 

worked out fully in the Bacon book, where we can locate a formal concept of the abstract line that is 

conceptually distinct from the inorganic affect that traverses its surface.

 Just as the affective register of the inorganic is an ‘impure and uncanny amalgamation’ of 

abstraction and empathy, the Gothic line strikes an uneasy balance between the free-flowing organic 

forms of the former and the crystalline geometry of the latter, which Worringer describes with the 

words ‘vitalized geometry.’ Worringer describes the Gothic line quite remarkably:

Once the natural barriers of organic movement have been overthrown, there is no more holding 
back: again and again the line is broken, again and again checked in the natural direction of its 
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13 In this work, Riegl claims that all artistic representation can be divided ‘into two main categories: (1) inanimate, inert, 
inorganic motifs; (2) animate, organic motifs. The criterion is life, as manifested in movement.’ Alois Riegl, Historical 
Grammar of the Visual Arts, trans. Jacqueline Jung (New  York: Zone Books, 2004), p. 343. While the organic is represented, 
for example, by plant and animal motifs, the crystalline is characterized by absolute symmetry, sharp distinction, and lack of 
emotional expression. He found the perfect model of crystalline art and beauty in the legacy of ancient Egyptian figures, 
which ‘sit stiffly and lifelessly but whose torsos and heads display both proportion and symmetry.’ Ibid., p. 349. He was 
clearly more fascinated by this form and devoted less attention to the organic, perhaps since it is the inherited norm of high 
art. Although Riegl doesn’t explicitly link the haptic-optic historical development to the crystalline-organic scheme, it would 
be fair to broadly draw  this parallel. For example, he argues that the haptic-optic art of the Greeks also exhibits ‘the proper 
balance by organizing the crystalline.’ Ibid., p. 372. And in late Roman art, crystallinity was, in large part, ‘surrendered.’ Ibid., 
p. 393. Deleuze develops an opposition between ‘organic’ and ‘crystalline’ regimes of the image in his philosophy of 
cinema, which bears a trace of  resemblance to Riegl’s concepts.
14 Worringer, Abstraction and Empathy, p. 4
15 Alois Riegl, Historical Grammar of  the Visual Arts, p. 343



movement, again and again it is forcibly prevented from peacefully ending its course, again and 
again diverted into fresh complications of  expression, into confused and spasmodic movements.16

All that remains is a lingering impression of a formless, ceaseless activity.... But it is more than 
enigmatic, it is labyrinthine. It seems to have neither beginning nor end and above all no center: 
there is a total absence of any such means of allowing for the organic feeling of pause. We find no 
point of entrance, no point of rest. Every point in this endless movement is of equal value and all 
of them combined are without value compared with the agitation they produce.... Symmetry is 
replaced by repetition and multiplication, ... by an uninterrupted, accelerating, mechanical 
movement ... that moves ever further forward until it has covered the whole surface.17

In the last few pages of A Thousand Plateaus, Deleuze uses precisely this language to invoke the formal 

qualities of the abstract line: a zigzagging, feverish, and mutant trait of continuous variation, without  

beginning or end, which outlines no form but rather describes a smooth space. The best examples are 

‘certain works by Pollock: multidirectional, with neither inside nor outside, form nor background, 

delimiting nothing, describing no contour, passing between spots or dots, describing a smooth space, 

stirring up a close-lying haptic visual matter.’ But Deleuze also calls to mind Kandinsky’s ‘lines of 

march or transit that seem to recall Mongolian nomadic motifs.’18 We might add to this list the type of 

art informel paintings that immediately followed Michaux’s experimentation with mescaline, which have 

been described in a strikingly similar manner:

The most conspicuous departures from earlier modes are in the realm of rhythm, movement, and 
space. What was initially felt as a flickering, subliminal texture or appearance and implied 
disappearance has now become a sustained structure across the page, evoking something akin to 
the movement of  wild geese in the sky or a horde of  mounted Tartars across the Asian steppes.19

But the problem with this easy conflation of Pollock (or Michaux) and Kandinsky is that, in The Logic  of 

Sensation, they represent two artistic movements that deal with the problem of representation in 

supposedly diametrically opposed ways: the tactile works of abstract expressionism and the optical 

works of abstraction, respectively. As we shall see, this conflation is part of a larger muddle Deleuze 

subjects himself to in this book, a muddle born of the fact that it is indeed a book about Francis Bacon 

even as it attempts to propose a general theory of  painting.

 In this book, the diagram is most clearly depicted by works of abstract expressionism and art 

informel. Furthermore, as we have already seen, the diagram is also specifically related to the smooth 

space of Bacon’s Sahara, a chaos or catastrophe that involves ‘the collapse of visual coordinates,’20 that 

is, the collapse of representation and figuration from which a figure emerges. Like smooth space, the 

diagram follows the logic of  Riemannian space:

Neither form nor ground exists any longer, in any sense, because the powers of the line and the 
plane tend to be equalized: by constantly being broken, the line becomes more than a line, while at 
the same time the plane becomes less than a surface. as for the contour, the line does not delimit 
one; it is never the outline of anything, either because the line is sept along by the infinite 
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16 Worringer, Form in Gothic, p. 42
17 Worringer, Form in Gothic, pp. 55-57. Translation modified.
18 Deleuze and Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus, p. 575. Translation modified.
19 Thomas Messer, ‘Postface’ in Henri Michaux (New York: Guggenheim, 1978), p. 181
20 Deleuze, Francis Bacon, p. 83



movement, or else because it alone possesses an outline, like a ribbon, as the limit of the movement 
of  the inner mass.21 

On one level, the abstract line, or trait, of A Thousand Plateaus gets subsumed within the diagram of The 

Logic of Sensation, where it is defined as a set of non-representative ‘line-strokes [traits] and color-patches 

[taches]’ that covers the entire canvas.22  In the latter book, Deleuze follows the Swiss art historian 

Heinrich Wölfflin in distinguishing the linear [linear] from the pictorial [malerisch] in the formal analysis 

of art. He further explains that the German word for painting, Malerei, derives from the Latin macula, 

which refers to a stain, blotch, or tache in French.23  This point cannot be ignored, since the 

transformation of le  trait abstrait into the traits et taches of the diagram is only the preparation for a more 

important move Deleuze needs for the description of Bacon’s paintings: the movement from a 

nomadic, informal principle of the pure abstract line to the formal principle of haptic colorism, in 

which tonal color-patches define the entire space of the canvas. This is precisely the move from the 

‘catastrophic mess’ or ‘black hole’ of the diagram to the emergence of Bacon’s figures. In this analysis 

of Bacon, Deleuze needs Worringer — on the one hand — for the concept of the inorganic, which 

becomes the inhuman affect of smooth, diagrammatic space that is necessary for effacing figuration 

and — on the other — in order to imagine the possibility of a formal haptic principle beyond Riegl. 

But in the end, this formal principle is not the Gothic or abstract line, but rather the haptic colorism of 

Cézanne, Van Gogh, and Bacon. This non-figurative but formal colorism is directly inspired by 

Maldiney even though, ironically enough, Maldiney himself describes this colorism as the pinnacle of 

optical art.

 The basic function of a figure can be explained quite simply: in the formal register, it must 

‘break with representation’ without collapsing into complete formlessness and, in terms of sensation, it 

must break with the ‘old tactile-optical function,’ in order to become haptic and express inorganic 

forces.24 Deleuze argues that the abstraction of Kandinsky and the expressionism of Pollock simply 

bypass representation. The former does this by reducing the canvas to a ‘purely optical space,’ a ‘coding 

of the figurative’ that ultimately proves to be ‘cerebral and lacks sensation’ since it fails to touch the 

nervous system directly.25 And the latter remains subsumed within the ‘manual rhythm’ of the diagram, 

which ‘covers the entire canvas’ and therefore ‘creates a veritable mess’ without achieving the haptic, 

even though ‘this time sensation is indeed attained.’26  But this easy dichotomy is too reductive to be 

useful beyond the analysis of Bacon’s canvases. For example, not only have Kandinsky’s ‘nomadic’ lines 

already been evoked in A Thousand Plateaus as examples of the manual, abstract line; his early abstract 

works have been described by art historians as evoking the sense of touch. Furthermore, he is one of 

the key figures who has offered a theory and practice of modern art based largely upon a conception of 
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22 Deleuze, Francis Bacon, p. 83. He defines the abstract line as a trait in A Thousand Plateaus, p. 499
23 Deleuze, Francis Bacon, p. 156 n. 6
24 Deleuze, Francis Bacon, pp. 3, 121
25 Deleuze, Francis Bacon, pp. 107, 109
26 Deleuze, Francis Bacon, p. 89



synaesthesia.27 It has been argued that — while some of Kandinsky’s early works seem to resonate with 

Deleuze’s characterization of abstraction as optical, geometric, and cerebral — certain works of his 

later period in fact ‘seem to produce a Deleuzian figure.’28 In the end, reducing Kandinsky’s work to 

optical abstraction only serves Deleuze’s analysis of Bacon and ‘cuts off a vast source of Figural energy 

that can be found in abstract art.’29 This oversimplification is based upon an uncritical appropriation of 

Maldiney’s already ‘inaccurate analysis of Kandinsky’ that renders Deleuze’s schema ‘misguided’ and 

‘riddled with contradiction.’30 Likewise, 

Deleuze’s term for abstract expressionism, ‘art informel,’ appears to come directly from Maldiney’s 
Forme et Art Informel, and has its own complex definition, relevance, and historiography.... Maldiney’s 
‘art informel’ in fact seems to fit with Deleuze’s ‘abstraction’ more than his ‘expressionism,’ which is 
confusing, unreferenced, and raises difficulties around what they are both trying to describe. The 
influence of  Maldiney thus poses problems for the clarity of  Deleuze’s Logic of  Sensation.31

To this confusion we have to add that Bacon himself, whose writings Deleuze relies heavily upon, says 

that the composition of his own figures involves traversing ‘a tightrope between what is called 

figurative painting and abstraction,’ the latter of which includes for him abstract expressionists like 

Pollock.32 And when we add to this the confusion surrounding the possible role of the line in Deleuze’s 

theory of painting beyond the traits of a diagram, the contradictions are compounded. For example, 

given Deleuze’s schema, how can we properly describe Worringer’s Northern Gothic or German 

Expressionist line, or Paul Klee’s various ‘adventures in lines’?33  Like Kandinsky, Klee scrambles the 

dualistic schemas that Deleuze appropriates from Riegl, Worringer, and Maldiney: abstraction versus 

expressionism, crystalline versus organic, optical versus tactile. But ultimately, albeit in a different way than 

Bacon, his work does seem to fit within the conceptual solution Deleuze proposes. That is, Klee’s 

sketches and drawings can be described as Figural, inorganic, and haptic. In fact, Klee’s work is evoked 

as the primary example of figural art in Jean-François Lyotard’s Discourse, Figure, a book which 

fundamentally grounds Deleuze’s own conception of the painterly figure. For Lyotard, ‘the line is 

figural when, by her or his artifice, the painter or drawer places it in a configuration in which its value 
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27 Margaret Olin, ‘Validation by Touch in Kandinsky’s Early Abstract Art’ in Critical Inquiry 16.1 (Autumn 1989), pp. 144-172
28 Lorna Collins, ‘Sensations Spill a Deluge over the Figure’ in Deleuze Studies 2.1 (June 2008), p. 63
29 Collins, ‘Sensations Spill a Deluge over the Figure,’ p. 61
30 Collins, ‘Sensations Spill a Deluge over the Figure,’ pp. 60-61
31 Collins, ‘Sensations Spill a Deluge over the Figure,’ p. 59
32 Francis Bacon, The Brutality of Fact: Interviews with Francis Bacon, ed. David Sylvester (London: Thames & Hudson, 1987), p. 
12
33 ‘Adventures in Lines’ is the title of the preface Michaux wrote for a important exhibition catalogue on Klee, edited by 
William Grohmann. Klee was one of the few  visual artists Michaux openly and lavishly praised. Describing Klee’s work, 
Michaux writes: ‘The complex network of lines appear little by little ... lines living with the little people of dust and dots.... 
Lines going for a walk ... travelers, lines that don’t so much make objects as trajectories, paths (he even put arrows in 
them).... Lines for what is underneath, finding their nerve centers not in a feature of the face but in the inside of the head ... 
allusive lines, presenting a whole metaphysics.... A line meets a line. A line avoids a line. Adventures of lines ... lines of 
growth.... A line rises up. A line goes to see. Winding, a melodic line crosses through twenty stratified lines. A line is 
germinating. A thousand others around it, bearers of thrusts: A lawn. Grasses. A line gives up. A line rests. Stop. A stop 
with three clinging roots: a habitat. A line closes itself in. Meditation. Threads are still sprouting from it, slowly. Dividing 
line there, a ridge line, further on the observatory line. Time, time. A line of consciousness has formed again.’ Henri 
Michaux, ‘Adventure in Lines’ in Darkness Moves, ed. and trans. David Ball (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994), 
pp. 317-318



cannot yield to an activity of recognition.’34 Of course, Deleuze parts with Lyotard in many respects, 

but perhaps if we revisit Discourse, Figure we can find a place within Deleuze’s own schema for painterly 

lines that are figural, inorganic, and haptic.

 The motivation behind Lyotard’s text — which was originally published in 1971 — is to offer a 

theory of art that avoids, on the one hand, the Structuralist tendency for textualizing any and every 

object of analysis and, on the other, the reduction of art to the time and space of the 

phenomenological subject. He claims that the sensual realm of art always presents itself in excess of the 

codings of rational and linguistic systems: ‘It presents itself as a fall, a slippage, an error, exactly the 

meaning of lapsus in Latin. This event clears a vertiginous space and time; untethered from its context 

or perceptual environment, this discontinuity or hovering goes hand in hand with anxiety.’35 We should 

note that the elements of error and discontinuity beyond recognition immediately evoke Deleuze’s 

conception of fabulation; moreover, vertigo and anxiety evoke the affective qualities of Worringer’s 

Gothic line. In any case, the temporal order of this realm is fundamentally other than the structure of 

Husserl’s ‘living present,’ which Lyotard describes as ‘the unity of the temporally diverse within 

consciousness,’ the ‘retention and protention’ of the past, present, and future within a ‘hyper-presence’ 

of the phenomenological subject.36 Likewise, the spacial order of this realm of the figure is beyond, or 

before, Merleau-Ponty’s ‘lived body.’ Even though Merleau-Ponty posits a primary layer of synaesthetic 

sense experience that operates below conscious intentionality, it still assumes a space in which objects 

are properly recognized as having ‘good form.’ Instead, Lyotard claims that the event of art renders 

inoperative the ‘Gestaltist organization of well-measured depth,’ allowing ‘the fundamental 

heterogeneity and unevenness of the spatial field to be approached,’ forcing us to ‘unlearn how to 

recognize.’37 

 In contrast to the world of phenomenology — whose artist of choice is, more often than not,  

Paul Cézanne — Lyotard presents the art of Klee. Unlike Cézanne, who is primarily taken to be a 

colorist, for Klee ‘the line and the chromatic element are in conflict’ without there ever being a 

subordination of one to the other. And Lyotard always choses examples of his work that exhibit ‘the 

way in which line and color intermingle.’38  Furthermore, he claims that Klee rejects the classical 

problem of making ‘recognizable an intelligible world.’ Instead, Lyotard says that the problem for the 

modern artist, according to Klee, is to create ‘an “interworld,” another possible nature, extending 
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34  Jean-François Lyotard, Discourse, Figure, trans. Antony Hudek and Mary Lydon (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota 
Press, 2011), p. 213
35 Lyotard, Discourse, Figure, pp. 129-130
36 Lyotard, Discourse, Figure, p. 148
37 Lyotard, Discourse, Figure, p. 153
38 Lyotard, Discourse, Figure, p. 218



creation, making visible what is not — without, however, falling prey to subjective imagination.’39 This 

interword points to a realm beyond normal empirical vision that might best be understood in Deleuzian 

or Bergsonian terms. As Klee insists, it is not the product of a mystical or fantastical imagination, but 

rather points to the imperceptible, inhuman force of nature constructing itself through the artist. 

Lyotard claims that Klee’s work attests 

to the fact that creation exceeds created nature, and that the artist is a site where nature continues to 
bear fruit. Creation holds sway over both nature and art. The latter, however, owes nothing to the 
former.... [To the type of art that attempts to produce] a ‘good nature’ through geometric reason, a 
nature closer to the intelligible than visible nature, Klee might have replied with Aristotle’s two 
contradictory statements: ‘Techne brings to completion what phusis failed to craft;’ ‘the way it is 
crafted determines the way it grows, and the way it grows determines the way it is crafted, each and 
every thing.’ Klee states that the artist is no more than a tree trunk in which sap rises — but no one 
had seen the fruit borne by this tree before, making recognition, even reminiscence, impossible.40

This statement perhaps only makes sense within the context of a distinctly modern art. And, in certain 

ways, it repeats some of the rhetoric of phenomenological aesthetics. For example, Maldiney explains 

that ‘figurative art ... moves itself in the act of formation. This act is that by which a form forms itself: it is 

its autogenesis.’41  Recently, Jean-Luc Nancy has used similar, albeit more nuanced, post-

phenomenological language to describe how the gestures of drawing express a ‘metastable’ power that 

hovers between ‘energeia and dynamis, to speak in Aristotle’s terms, the power of the élan.’ Nancy also 

calls this gestural power — following Spinoza’s natura naturans — ‘forma formans,’ by which he means ‘the 

sense of a form that forms, in the act, the power and tension of its own self-formation.’42 Nonetheless, 

without falling again into the murky borderlines of phenomenology, the most important point here is  

that Lyotard offers us a way to understand and conceptualize the figure, beyond Deleuze, in terms of 

Wölfflin’s notion of  the linear as it is distinguished from his notion of  the malerisch.

 In Cinema 1, two years after the publication of his book on Francis Bacon, Deleuze offers 

another way to think about the figure. Remarkably, this occurs at the beginning of the chapter that 

discusses the genetic elements of the action-image: the ‘broken stroke’ of the vector and the ‘single 

stroke’ of the encompasser that, as we have seen, are inspired in part by principles from East Asian 

calligraphy. Deleuze states that some directors have created ‘an original form, a deforming form, 

capable of playing on the two others [the Small and Large forms].... We call the sign of such 
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39 Lyotard, Discourse, Figure, p. 218. In Klee’s own words: ‘I  overstep neither the picture’s nor the composition’s limits. But I 
do stretch its content by introducing into the picture new  subject matter — or rather, not so much new  as barely glimpsed 
subject matter. Obviously this subject matter, like any other, maintains its ties to the natural world. By natural world I am not 
referring to nature’s appearance (as would naturalism) but to the sphere of its possibilities: this content produces images of 
nature’s potentiality.... Worlds have come into being and continuously unfold before our eyes — worlds which despite their 
connection to nature are not visible to everybody, but may in fact only be to children, the mad, and the primitives.’ Klee 
quoted in Ibid., p. 446 n. 32
40 Lyotard, Discourse, Figure, p. 231
41 Henri Maldiney, Regard Parole Espace (Lausanne: L’Age d’Homme, 1973), p. 155
42 Jean-Luc Nancy, Le Plaisir au  dessin  (Paris: Galilée, 2009), pp. 35, 49. Élan  is indeed a direct reference to Bergson, who is 
evoked in the previous sentence.



deformations, transformations, or transmutations Figure. There are here all kinds of aesthetic and 

creative evaluations, which go beyond the question of  the action-image.’43 Eisenstein, for one, 

rightly considers himself to have created a transforming form, capable of passing from SAS’ to ASA’.... 
Starting out from the large organic representation, from its spiral or respiration, he subjects them to 
a treatment which relates the spiral to a cause or law of ‘growth’ (golden section) and thus 
determines as many caesuras within the organic representation as intervals of respiration. And we 
can see how these caesuras mark crises or privileged instants which, on their own account, enter 
into relationships with each other according to vectors. This is the pathos, which undertakes the 
‘development’ by carrying out qualitative leaps between two moments carried to their peak.44 

Here, we can see that the creation of a cinematic figure, by dialectically informing and enfolding the 

two types of action, produces the necessary affective charge Eisenstein calls ‘pathos.’ But, of course, 

this affect is still caught within the organic  logic of the golden section as well as the whole it both 

constructs and is grounded upon. Deleuze claims that Werner Herzog’s early films go much further 

than Eisenstein’s in the production of figures since the ways in which they transform the logics of 

action, more often than not, produce inorganic or inhuman affects. For example, in the cases of Heart of 

Glass and Aguirre, the Wrath of  God

there is both a hallucinatory dimension, where the acting spirit raises itself to boundlessness in 
nature and a hypnotic dimension where the spirit runs up against the limits which nature opposes 
to it. And the two are different, they have a figural relationship.... In both cases — the sublimation 
of the large form and the enfeeblement of the small form — Herzog is a metaphysician. He is the 
most metaphysical of cinema directors (although German Expressionism had already been imbued 
with metaphysics, this was within the confines of a problem of Good and Evil to which Herzog is 
indifferent).45

This connection that Deleuze evokes between Herzog and German Expressionist cinema is significant 

in that it brings us directly back to its logic of the ‘intensive composition’ of light and shadow that is 

informed by Worringer’s inorganic lines.

 In The Haunted Screen: Expressionism in the German Cinema — a book Deleuze relies heavily upon 

for his analysis of German Expressionism — Lotte Eisner also traces this link between Herzog and 

Expressionist cinema.46  She also explains that the Expressionists have an ‘eerie gift for animating 

objects ... such that they seem to have an insidious life of their own.... This is Worringer’s “spiritual 

unrest” creating the “animation of the inorganic.”’47 In addition to inorganic life, the particular qualities 

and themes of this cinema — unstable compositions of diagonals and sharp-angled shots, dramatic 

chiaroscuro effects, madness and hallucination — are taken to be directly informed by a conception of 

intensive movement that finds its inspiration in Worringer and Goethe. The intensive movement of 

inorganic life produces a spasmodic and broken line without resolve that refuses the organic 

composition of Hollywood and Soviet cinema since it finally ‘constructs space instead of describing it.’ 
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We will quote Deleuze at length in order to fully capture the sense of Expressionism he is trying to 

convey:

Expressionism invokes a dark, swampy life into which everything plunges, whether chopped up by 
shadows or plunged into mists. The non-organic life of things, a frightful life, which is oblivious to the 
wisdom and limits of the organism, is the first principle of Expressionism.... It is not the 
mechanical which is opposed to the organic: it is the vital as potent pre-organic germinally, 
common to the animate and the inanimate, to a matter which raises itself to the point of life, and 
to a life which spreads itself through all matter. The animal has lost the organic, as much as matter 
has gained life. Expressionism can claim kinship with a pure kinetics; it is a violent movement which 
respects neither the organic contour nor the mechanical determinations of the horizontal and the 
vertical; its core is that of a perpetually broken line, where each change of direction simultaneously 
marks the force of an obstacle and the power of a new impulse; in short, the subordination of the 
extensive to intensity. Worringer, its first theoretician, created the term ‘Expressionism,’ and defined 
it as the opposition of vital  force [élan vital] to organic representation, invoking the ‘Gothic or 
Northern’ decorative line, a broken line which forms no contour by which form and background 
might be distinguished, but passes in a zigzag between things, sometimes drawing them into a 
bottomlessness in which is loses itself, sometimes whirling them in a formlessness in to which it 
veers in a ‘disorderly convulsion.’48

This concept of the inorganic does not point to ‘vitalism,’ a term which has recently become an empty 

signifier even as it remains a term of abuse in uncritical and uninformed charges against Bergson and 

Deleuze. Rather, the latter’s ‘inorganic vitality’ should be understood within the context of the non-

deterministic theories of biology, for example, of Raymond Ruyer and Francisco Varela. Those who 

continue to use this word without qualification simply disclose their naive adherence to a rather 

antiquated conception of nature.49 And while it seems as though Deleuze isn’t doing himself any favors 

by expressing these themes with the Romantic language of Worringer and Goethe, this move should in 

fact be understood strategically and as a provocation: the post-Kantian debate surrounding the 

concepts of  the organic and inorganic needs to be reopened today, in light of  the new biology.

 In any case, for our purposes here, Worringer and Goethe are essential also because they allow  

us to think the figure in terms of broken black and whites lines that logically precede and engender 

color. As we have already seen in the section on Leibnizian perception, Deleuze uses Goethe’s theory 

of color in order to explain the actualization of the visible world.50 He reads Goethe through Eliane 

Escoubas, who explains that the visible is produced through a fundamental interaction of light and 
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darkness and that colors are merely degrees of opacity through which an ‘invisible and blinding’ 

luminosity gradually congeals into objects as white darkens to yellow and black brightens to blue: ‘color 

is that through which the visible begins, it is the arche of the visible.’51  Through the continuous 

integration of black and white, the world becomes increasingly colorful and distinct. This is why 

Escoubas refers to the Goethean universe as a world of ‘speed and movement’ and why, remarkably, he 

calls Goethe’s theory of color ‘a theory of the contour, a theory of the figure.’52 Perhaps the fact that 

Escoubas’s article was published a year after Deleuze’s book on Bacon and a year before Cinema 1 helps 

explain why, in the former text, Deleuze couldn’t yet connect the Expressionist line with the birth of 

the figure. Nonetheless, he does claim in The Movement-Image that, despite Griffith’s and Eisenstein’s 

experiments in polychrome, ‘it is undoubtedly Expressionism which was the precursor of real cinematic 

colorism.’ And its formula, according to Deleuze, comes straight from Goethe:

In contrasts of black and white, or in the variations of chiaroscuro, one might say that what is 
darkened and black is toned down. It is as though two degrees were apprehended in an instant, 
points of accumulation which would correspond to the upsurge of color in Goethe’s theory: blue 
as lightened black, yellow as darkened white.... Goethe explained precisely that the two fundamental 
colors — yellow and blue as degrees — were grasped in a movement of intensification that ... culminates 
in a vivid red, which has become independent, pure incandescence or blazing of a terrible light, 
which burns the world and its creatures, a fire which belongs neither to nature or to our organic 
individuality.53

And in The Logic of Sensation — despite the fact that the main line of argumentation points to the 

pinnacle of haptic art occurring in the works of ‘colorists’ like Cézanne, van Gogh, and Bacon — this 

haptic colorism is defined again in terms of Goethean color contra the Newtonian conception of purely 

optical color. But the philosophical foundation of this colorism will ultimately help support another, 

more subdued line that emerges from Deleuze’s theory of painting. He says that ‘colorists can indeed 

make use of black and white, light and dark; but this is because they treat black and white as colors, and 

establish tonal relations between them.... Against the Newtonian conception of optical color, it was 

Goethe who laid down the first principles of such a haptic vision.’ The main tenant of such haptic 

colorism is simply ‘the prohibition of mixtures except to obtain a broken tone,’ which in practice means 

‘the abandonment of local tone; the juxtaposition of unblended patches; the aspiration of each color to 

tonality by appealing to its complimentary color.’54 But, if these colors remain the primordial qualities 

of light and dark of Goethe’s color theory — as Deleuze’s colorism allows — at the extreme limit we 
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are left with a kind of monochromatic impressionism of broken black and white taches, which might 

convey ‘the incandescent flash or brilliance, the turbulence of  fire at the extreme limit of  the visible.’55

 Surprisingly enough, it is with German Expressionist cinema that we have the most elaborate 

theory of a figure composed solely of ‘broken’ or ‘zigzag’ lines.56 For Deleuze, these films are generally 

composed by a ‘whole contrasting series of white and black lines, rays of light and outlines of shadow: 

a striped world which could already be seen in the painted canvases of Wiene’s The Cabinet of Dr. 

Caligari.’57  The logic of this type of Expressionist composition is grounded upon and ‘invents false 

continuities, which express the intensive changes of the whole’ even if it ‘sometimes whirls into the 

formlessness’ reminiscent of a diagrammatic catastrophe.58  Nonetheless, it primarily expresses 

‘intensive movement par excellence ... indeed as an abstract kinetic art,’ which ‘decomposes organic 

composition.’59 But sometimes — having plunged into this formlessness — it moves beyond it, ‘passes 

through the fire [of Goethean luminosity] in order to break its sensible attachments with the organic 

and the human’ and ultimately construct ‘the abstract spiritual Form of the future (Hans Richter’s 

Rhythms).’60 It is difficult to know precisely how to understand this reference to Richter’s highly abstract 

films except by noting that Eisner describes them, in relation to Expressionism, as ‘capturing plastic 

forms in movement while accounting for their dynamism ... the primordial rhythmic function of 

movement.’61  That is, Richter’s Rhythms do precisely what Deleuze seems to imply: they initiate a 

movement from formlessness to form, or to the figure, within the logic of the Expressionist line. It is 

worth noting that, along with Walter Ruttmann and Viking Eggeling, Richter helped to create an 

experimental cinematic language in the early 20s that scrambled the distribution of the senses and the 

arts. They described their ‘absolute films’ variously as abstraction in motion, painting in time or, in 

more synaesthetic terms, visual music. For our purposes here, Deleuze’s evocation of both Richter — 

the Dadaist who worked at the crossroads of painting, graphic design, and cinema — as well as the 

‘painted canvases’ of The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, already incites us to extract this Expressionist figure 

from the confines of film form. And, as we have already suggested, this move forces us to recast filmic 

montage as the cinematic ‘composition of an aesthetic figure’ that disrupts the hierarchical taxonomy of 

the arts.62

Art is not chaos but a composition of chaos that yields the vision or sensation, so that it 
constitutes, as Joyce says, a chaosmos, a composed chaos — neither foreseen nor preconceived. Art 
transforms chaotic variability [the formlessness of the dynamic sublime] into chaoid variety, as in El 
Greco’s black and gray conflagration.... Art struggles with chaos but it does so in order to render it 
sensory.63
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With this in mind, we can begin to draw out even further a conception of the linear figure that remains 

latent in The Logic of  Sensation.

 There are at least two distinct ways in which the traits and taches that make up the diagram — 

whose purpose is to ‘introduce formless forces throughout the painting,’ that is, to disrupt figuration — 

are subsequently able to inform a figure. Quite simply, and beyond the analysis of Bacon’s colorism, 

traits and taches are able to emerge, each in its own way, into a figure: the former emerge as ‘broken lines’ 

while the latter become ‘broken tones.’64 As Deleuze insinuates, ‘this is enough to make the beautiful 

unity of the haptic world seem doubly broken.’65 He also seems to acknowledge that the two main 

forms of painting — linear and malerisch — allow for these two different solutions to the problem of 

the figure and that, in a way, his focus on the work of Francis Bacon has complicated this possibility: 

‘The two definitions of painting, by line and color, and by the trait and the tache, do not overlap exactly, 

for the first is visual, but the second is manuel [sic].... The relationship between the hand and the eye is 

infinitely rich, passing through dynamic tensions, logical reversals, and organic exchanges and 

substitutions.’66 The broken tones of Bacon’s canvas indeed compose a figure — for example, ‘those 

painted in the colors of meat, red and blue’ — but only with fully visible or actualized colors, according 

to Goethe’s schema.67 Without imposing a logic of either/or, there is a sense in which the broken line 

composes a figure while still maintaining another important requirement of painting that Deleuze takes 

from Klee’s art theory:

In art, and in painting as in music, it is not a matter of reproducing or inventing forms, but of 
capturing forces. For this reason no art is figurative. Paul Klee’s famous formula — ‘Not to render 
the visible, but to render visible’ — means nothing else. The task of painting is defined as the 
attempt to render visible forces that are not themselves visible. Likewise, music attempts to render 
sonorous forces that are not themselves sonorous.68

While there is no doubt that Bacon’s figures express the inhuman forces that pulse beneath the flesh, 

Klee’s own figures, as Lyotard suggests, do this mainly at the level of the painterly line in a way that 

remains closer to the prescriptions of Goethe’s colorism: ‘the world of black and white is still invisible.’69 

The point to be taken here is simply that, in a more expansive logic of sensation beyond the analysis of 

Bacon’s paintings, broken lines are just as capable of composing figures as broken tones are. And the 

former perhaps have the advantage of remaining closer to the invisible forces of the diagram even as a 

figure is allowed to emerge from its catastrophe. A figure is simply a composed bloc of sensation, of 

percepts and affects, that expresses not the pure formlessness of the diagrammatic plane of 

immanence — that is itself necessary since it erases all the cliches of figuration and injects the force of 

the haptic into a work — but rather a perpetual coming-to-form that retains the synaesthetic qualities 
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of the haptic and the inorganic. The figure attests to a shock to thought and thus remains, in a certain 

sense, unrecognizable without being completely formless. The figure ‘emerges both gradually and all at 

once’ and therefore expresses a logic of ‘painting as process, in which there is a continual injection of 

the manual diagram into the visual whole, a “slow leak,” a “coagulation,” an “evolution.”’70  That is,  

figural composition expresses the type of cinematic action that we have extracted from the thought of 

Giorgio Agamben. This action short-circuits the traditional Aristotelian dichotomy between praxis and 

poiesis in order to become (dis)continuous, broken gestures in which ‘nothing is being acted or 

produced, but rather something is being endured and supported (gerere).’71  Given the theoretical 

framework we have constructed over the course of this thesis, we could read The Logic of Sensation 

beyond Bacon just as we could read Deleuze’s Cinema books beyond film. And we are able to do this in 

a way that finally allows us to interpret Michaux’s self-described ‘cinematic’ drawings and paintings, 

which emerge from the catastrophe of his mescaline period. By way of conclusion, we could say that, 

at the point of intersection of the technical/material axis of painting and the aesthetic/conceptual axis 

of the cinematic, the broken gestures of action become the figural expression of false movement and 

broken lines. And, following Lyotard, we could also say that this broken linear figure would be ‘an anti-

good form, a “bad form” as an energetics indifferent to the unity of  the whole.’72

 Deleuze agrees with Bacon, who thinks that in the domain of ‘the irrational trait and the line 

without contour, Michaux went further than Pollock,’ but only because he is the ‘master of the 

diagram.’73 However, by uncritically agreeing with Bacon, Deleuze makes a fundamental mistake. As we 

have already shown, Michaux and Pollock should not be grouped together as proponents of the same 

artistic tendency. Nor should Michaux be simply called a tachiste, a label he himself rejects. This is 

because the majority of his visual works present, not simply the formless traits and taches of the 

diagram, but a more self-conscious movement that simultaneously draws-out the maximal amount of 

affective, diagrammatic energy while avoiding the violent and uncontrolled spontaneity of Pollock. His 

works hover or, to speak with Agamben, gesticulate within the very moment of the birth of the figure, 

in the interstice between the pre-gestural and the gesture. That is, they are works that present a pulsing 

and perpetual gestation. As Michaux himself explains, his works express a ‘teeming space of gestation, of 

transformation.’ Or again, ‘these lines of discontinuous growth ... are born by means of strange 

multiplication and spasmodic gestation.’74  Deleuze argues that, in order for a figure to emerge, the 

diagram must ‘remain operative but controlled, the violent methods must not be given free reign.’75 We 
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would argue that it is precisely to the extent that Michaux does control his gestures that his cinematic 

drawings and paintings go further than Pollock and, in this way, ultimately express figures.

 Curiously enough, Bacon himself has said that Michaux’s paintings ‘have always been about 

delayed ways of remaking the human figure, through a mark which is totally outside an illustrational 

mark, but yet always conveys you back to the human image — a human image generally dragging and 

trudging through deep ploughed fields, or something like that. They are about these images moving and 

falling and so on.’76 And Michaux often explains that much of his work presents emergent humanoid 

figures that continuously metamorphose into various forms of nature even as they emerge from and 

dissolve back into the chaos of informal brushstrokes: ‘Their dance is that of a crayfish-human, a 

demon-human, a spider-human, a beyond-human with a hundred hands, or a hundred snakes, feverishly 

escaping from all sides.’77  He calls this dynamic movement of figures ‘emergence/resurgence’ and 

refers to the works themselves as ‘drawings of disaggregation and reaggregation.’78  One art critic has 

adequately described the relation between the purely informel aspect of Michaux’s work and the figures 

that simultaneously emerge from it:

Technically, these images of exploding, speeding clusters are accomplished by dropping black 
inkblots directly out of the bottle upon the paper surface and then subjecting them to further 
manipulation. The method lends itself perfectly to Michaux’s undefined imagery, as the blot, on the 
one hand, remains just that, while, on the other, it assumes, as if by magic, physiognomies that 
cannot but evoke human or animal likenesses or refer to plants, trees, or inorganic matter.79

Further corroborating our argument, Michaux describes his post-mescaline work — produced without 

ingestion of the drug, but after his ten-year experimental catastrophe — as compositions of ‘multiple 

broken lines,’80 lines produced by ‘jerky and disheveled gestures,’81  ‘lines beyond beaten paths ... that 

break lose and take flight.’82  He considers these broken lines as various attempts to express the very 

inorganic and haptic qualities that define Deleuze’s figure as well as the Goethean incandescent 

brilliance that lies at the extreme edge of  the visible: 

Lines, more and more lines, which I am not sure I really see, though already distinct and fine (which 
I feel?), which I begin to see.... The diabolical lines of dismemberment are still growing. These lines 
of  incessant, inhuman speed.83

This is a crystalline flux ... fractured into a thousand shards84

and against the golden section.85
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The luminous, scintillating, wild ‘colors’ had without a doubt entered into me as brutally and bluntly 
as a worker’s thick thumb into a soft slab of clay, at moments causing me considerable pain — 
iridescent, glaring, dazzling, and outrageously vivid.86

I managed to provide a sort of graphic translation in pen and ink of the vibratorium I had 
experienced. As for the colors? No, impossible.... But without wanting to, I was involved in color 
fabulation.87

And, like the lines themselves, Michaux explains that his ‘attempts at composition are endlessly broken 

up,’ that his figures express a ‘disorder of composition and of creation ... impulses [élancés] in jerks, 

indefinitely renewed.’88 Figures do in fact appear, but these are kinematic figures that seem to perpetually 

dance and grow within the space of the canvas. They convey, to borrow a term from Frank Popper, 

‘virtual movement.’89

Formed, unformed, re-unformed, a jerking building, a building in abeyance, in perpetual 
metamorphous and transubstantiation, sometimes appearing to be the rough draft of an immense 
and almost orogenic tapir.90

The rending of luminous loops and arcs and lines. The occultations and reappearances of dancing 
bursts of light being decomposed, recomposed, contracted, spread out, only to be redistributed 
once more.91

All this impels us to describe Michaux’s cinematic works as compositions of broken — and virtually 

moving — lines in which, following Deleuze, ‘multisensible Figures appear visually ... in a common 

exercise of all the sense organs at once.’92 That is, these works are cine-aesthetic. Michaux himself claims 

that the figures depicted in these visual works simultaneously express a broken movement in the image 

as well as a synaesthetic movement in the mind: ‘all emerge from the human figure, perhaps missing 

legs or arms or torso, but nonetheless but we feel the inner dynamics, twisting, exploding, stretching, 

expanding in every direction, in every sense.’93

 In his musings on synaesthesia, Jean-Luc Nancy claims that the singular-plurality of zones of 

sensation ‘breaks down the living unity of perception and action.’94 Similarly, as we have seen, Deleuze 

argues that the cinematic creates ‘movements in esprit,’ which means — all at once — movements in the 

image, movements in the mind, and movements that ‘include aberrant actions.’95  In a world where 

organic action has been made impossible by our picnoleptic condition of increasing cinematic speed, 

the cinematic itself restores our belief that broken gestures and broken lines — that is, aberrant actions — 

still connect us back to ourselves and to the movements of phusis, which are themselves broken. The 

logic of this action is not one of infinite deferral — it is not the catatonia of Artaud or the mind-
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numbing anaesthetics of fascism — but rather of continuous, if quasi-epileptic, gestation. Similarly, 

without judgment, we cannot retrieve the old forms of wholesome revolutionary action. In this sense, 

Peter Hallward is correct. If we are still looking for an October revolution, we must indeed ‘look for our 

inspiration elsewhere’ than in Deleuze.96 But we must leave behind the comfort of our old ways and 

believe in the emergence of new modes of existence and new forms of action. As Deleuze says, with 

the cinematic regime we have entered the ‘domain of cold decision, of absolute obstinacy, of the 

choice of existence.’97 He makes an effort to distinguish Worringer and Romanticism and he does so, 

surprisingly, in a way that allies Worringer with Kandinsky. At the same time, he gives us an affective 

formula for what this cinematic obstinacy might look like:

Worringer’s modernist positions seem to us to be very close to those of Kandinsky. Both criticize a 
concern — in both Goethe and Romanticism — to reconcile spirit and nature, which keeps art tied 
to an individualistic and sensualist perspective. They conceive, on the contrary, of a ‘spiritual art,’ 
which goes beyond persons and keeps nature in the background, relating them to a chaos from 
which modern man must emerge. They are not even sure that the enterprise will succeed, but there 
is no other choice: this is the origin of Worringer’s comments on ‘the scream’ as the only 
expression of  expressionism.98

Such broken action and broken connection to nature is therefore accompanied by an ‘“affective 

athleticism,” a scream-breath’99 to which Michaux also attests: ‘To arrive at such thinking is an athletic 

feat — you have to be in excellent shape.’100

 If we answer in the affirmative to Jacques Rancière’s question ‘Is There a Deleuzian Aesthetics?’ 

we would have to qualify our response by adding that it is a cine-aesthetics, just as his philosophy as a 

whole has been described as a ‘kinematic philosophy’ or as a ‘cine-thinking.’101 His is not a philosophy 

of art, but an attempt at the construction of a new relation between the two disciplines, a critical 

construction that simultaneously breaks down the old boundaries between different genres and senses. 

Furthermore, this cine-aesthetics is itself an attempt to conceive a new relation, without judgment, 

between the human and its world through new  notions of perception and action. Cine-aesthetics 

consists in a broken cinematic line or circuit that links the false movements of  phusis, aisthesis, and poiesis:

It is all a question of line, there is no substantial difference between painting, music, and writing. 
These activities are differentiated from one another by their respective substances, codes, and 
territories, but not the abstract line they trace, which shoots between them and carries them 
towards a common fate. When we come to trace this line, we can say ‘It is philosophy.’102
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